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Abstract. We develop a variant of the multinomial logit model with impatient customers
and study assortment optimization and pricing problems under this choice model. In our
choice model, a customer incrementally views the assortment of available products in
multiple stages. The patience level of a customer determines the maximum number of
stages in which the customer is willing to view the assortments of products. In each stage,
if the product with the largest utility provides larger utility than a minimum acceptable
utility, which we refer to as the utility of the outside option, then the customer purchases
that product right away. Otherwise, the customer views the assortment of products in the
next stage as long as the customer’s patience level allows the customer to do so. Under the
assumption that the utilities have the Gumbel distribution and are independent, we give a
closed-form expression for the choice probabilities. For the assortment-optimization prob-
lem, we develop a polynomial-time algorithm to find the revenue-maximizing sequence
of assortments to offer. For the pricing problem, we show that, if the sequence of offered
assortments is fixed, then we can solve a convex program to find the revenue-maximizing
prices, with which the decision variables are the probabilities that a customer reaches dif-
ferent stages. We build on this result to give a 0.878-approximation algorithm when both
the sequence of assortments and the prices are decision variables. We consider the assort-
ment-optimization problem when each product occupies some space and there is a
constraint on the total space consumption of the offered products. We give a fully polyno-
mial-time approximation scheme for this constrained problem. We use a data set from
Expedia to demonstrate that incorporating patience levels, as in our model, can improve
purchase predictions. We also check the practical performance of our approximation
schemes in terms of both the quality of solutions and the computation times.
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1. Introduction
A common assumption in traditional revenue-man-
agement models is that each customer enters the sys-
tem with the intention to purchase a particular prod-
uct. If this product is available for purchase, then the
customer purchases it. Otherwise, the customer leaves
the system without a purchase. In many settings,
however, the customers observe the assortment of
available products and choose and substitute within

this assortment based on the features and prices of the
offered products. In this case, the demand for a prod-
uct depends on the availability of other products
along with their features and prices. In revenue-man-
agement research, there has been a recent surge in us-
ing discrete-choice models to capture the fact that the
customers choose and substitute among the available
products. A large portion of these models work under
the assumption that the customers view the entire
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assortment of products offered to them simultaneous-
ly, but it is clear that, in many cases, the customers in-
crementally view the assortment of offered products
and make a purchase decision before viewing all the
offered products. When purchasing products in on-
line retail, for example, a customer may view the as-
sortment of offered products on multiple web pages.
When booking a healthcare appointment on the
phone, the patient may be offered appointment slots
gradually until the patient makes a choice. In both of
these examples, the customer may make a purchase or
leave without a purchase before viewing all the offered
products or appointment slots. When customers view
the assortment of offered products incrementally, the
question is not only what assortment of products to of-
fer, but also in which sequence to offer them.

We propose a variant of the multinomial logit mod-
el in which the customers incrementally view the as-
sortment of offered products in multiple stages. We
study assortment and pricing problems under this
choice model. In our choice model, each customer has
a different patience level sampled from a known dis-
tribution, which determines the maximum number of
stages in which the customer is willing to view the as-
sortment of products. In each stage, if the utility of a
product in the current stage is larger than the utility of
the outside option, then the customer purchases this
product and leaves the system. Otherwise, the cus-
tomer views the assortment of products in the next
stage as long as the customer’s patience level allows.
Thus, in our model, customers impatiently leave for
two reasons. First, a customer purchases a product in
the current stage as soon as its utility exceeds a mini-
mum acceptable utility even though there may be a
product with a larger utility in a later stage. Second, a
customer runs out of patience and leaves without
viewing the entire assortment.

1.1. Main Contributions
Our main contributions are the formulation of the
multinomial logit model with impatient customers as
well as developing exact and approximate solution
methods for assortment optimization and pricing
problems under this choice model.

1.1.1. Multinomial Logit Model with Impatient Customers.
We propose a new variant of the multinomial logit
model with impatient customers. The choice model is
based on random utilities. A customer arriving to the
system associates random utilities with the products.
Furthermore, the customer has a minimum acceptable
utility and a patience level, which are also both ran-
dom. We refer to the minimum acceptable utility as
the utility of the outside option. The utilities of the
products and the outside option are independent and
have the Gumbel distribution with the same scale

parameter. The patience level of the customer has a
general distribution over the support {1, : : : ,m} for a
fixed integer m and is independent of the utilities. The
customer incrementally views the assortment of of-
fered products in multiple stages. In each stage, if the
product with the largest utility provides larger utility
than the outside option, then the customer purchases
this product, and the choice process terminates. If the
utilities of all products that the customer views before
running out of patience are smaller than the utility of
the outside option, then the customer leaves without a
purchase. Because the patience level of a customer is
at most m, we choose pairwise disjoint assortments
that we offer over m stages. We give a closed-form
expression for the choice probability of each product
under any assortment (Theorem 2.1).

1.1.2. Assortment Optimization. In the assortment-op-
timization problem, each product has a fixed revenue,
and the goal is to find a revenue-maximizing sequence
of assortments to offer. For this problem, we give a
polynomial-time algorithm using the following steps.
First, we show that there exists a revenue-ordered op-
timal solution. That is, letting n be the number of
products and ri be the revenue of product i, indexing
the products so that r1 ≥ r2 ≥ : : : ≥ rn, the optimal as-
sortment to offer in stage k is of the form { j∗k +
1, : : : , j∗k+1} for some 0 � j∗1 ≤ j∗2 ≤ : : : ≤ j∗m ≤ j∗m+1 (Theo-
rem 3.1). Second, exploiting the revenue-ordered
property, we give a dynamic program that finds the
best sequence of revenue-ordered assortments using
O(mn2) operations (Theorem 3.2).

1.1.3. Joint Pricing and Assortment Optimization. In
the pricing setting, the mean utility of a product de-
pends on its price. Following the standard assumption
in the pricing literature, we assume that the products
have the same price sensitivity; see Song and Xue
(2007) and Li and Huh (2011). We start with the case
in which the sequence of offered assortments is fixed
and the goal is to find the revenue-maximizing prices.
The expected revenue is not concave in the prices, but
we give a reformulation in which the decision varia-
bles are the probabilities that a customer reaches dif-
ferent stages. We show that the expected revenue is
concave in these decision variables, and we can recov-
er the optimal prices after solving our reformulation
(Theorem 4.2).

Next, we consider the case in which both the se-
quence of offered assortments and the prices are deci-
sion variables. We give an approximation algorithm
that obtains at least 87.8% of the optimal expected rev-
enue (Theorem 4.4). This approximation algorithm is
based on showing that, if we offer all products in the
first stage and compute the corresponding optimal
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prices, then the solution that we obtain has an 87.8%
performance guarantee. In our computational experi-
ments, starting from such a solution that is obtained
by offering all products in the first stage, we use a
neighborhood search algorithm to further improve
the quality of this solution.

1.1.4. Space Constraints. We consider the assortment-
optimization problem in which each product occupies
a certain amount of space and there is a constraint on
the total space consumption of the offered products.
We give a fully polynomial-time approximation
scheme (FPTAS) (Theorem 5.1). In the special case in
which there is a constraint on the total number of of-
fered products, we can improve the running time of
our FPTAS. We also give an exact algorithm whose
running time depends exponentially on the number of
stages m and polynomially on the number of products
n. A constraint on the total space consumption or the
total number of offered products may arise, for exam-
ple, when we want to avoid overwhelming a patient
with too many appointment slot options or when we
have a limited budget and offering a product requires
a capital investment.

1.1.4.1. Numerical Results. Using a data set from Ex-
pedia, we check the performance of our choice model
to predict customer purchases when compared
against the standard multinomial logit benchmark.
We use two metrics. The first metric is out-of-sample
log-likelihood. The second metric is the fraction of
customers whose bookings are predicted correctly. In
the first and second metrics, our choice model im-
proves upon the benchmark by, respectively, 1.95%
and 4.49%, on average. Also, we test the practical per-
formance of our approximation schemes for joint pric-
ing and assortment optimization as well as for assort-
ment optimization under space constraints.

In many online retail settings, the products are of-
fered on multiple web pages, but the number of prod-
ucts on a web page is at the discretion of the retailer
because the products are simply presented as a list as
on Amazon, for example. Our unconstrained and con-
strained assortment-optimization problems as well as
our joint pricing and assortment-optimization prob-
lem find applications in such settings. Our choice
model is motivated by the satisficing behavior of cus-
tomers, especially when purchasing leisure products,
such as hotel rooms, when the customer directly pro-
ceeds to purchasing a product once the utility of the
product exceeds a minimum acceptable utility.

1.2. Literature Review
There is recent assortment optimization work in
which customers view only a portion of the offered
assortment because of either search behavior or

consideration sets. In Gallego et al. (2021), the custom-
ers decide on the number of web pages to view based
on an exogenous distribution and choose within the
entire assortment on these web pages according to a
general choice model. Wang and Sahin (2018) consider
a model in which the customers focus on a portion of
the products by trading off the expected utility from
the purchase with the search effort, but they do not
view the assortment incrementally. Derakhshan et al.
(2018) examine a product ranking problem in which
the customers build a consideration set as a function
of the search cost. In Aouad and Segev (2018), each
customer views a random number of web pages and
makes a choice within these web pages according to
the multinomial logit model. The customers do not
view the products sequentially. Aouad et al. (2019) fo-
cus on a setting in which each product is included in
the consideration set of a customer with a fixed proba-
bility. In Feldman et al. (2019), the choice model is
based on short preference lists, corresponding to the
case with small consideration sets. In all these papers,
the assortment-optimization problems are NP-hard,
and the authors give approximation methods.

Liu et al. (2021) and Feldman and Segev (2019)
study assortment-optimization problems under an-
other variant of the multinomial logit model with
multiple stages. The two papers use the same choice
model in which the utility of the outside option is re-
sampled when the customer considers the products at
each stage during the course of the customer’s choice
process, and the utilities of the outside option at dif-
ferent stages are independent. Thus, a customer may
associate a high utility with the outside option in one
stage and a low utility in another stage. Under this
choice model, it is NP-hard to find the revenue-maxi-
mizing sequence of assortments to offer. Both papers
give approximation schemes, the main difference be-
ing that the running time of the approximation
scheme depends exponentially on the number of
stages m in Liu et al. (2021) and polynomially in Feld-
man and Segev (2019). In our choice model, the utility
of the outside option is sampled once at the beginning
of the choice process of the customer. We give a poly-
nomial-time exact algorithm.

Gallego et al. (2004) and Talluri and van Ryzin
(2004) study the assortment-optimization problem un-
der the standard multinomial logit model and show
that it is optimal to offer a revenue-ordered assort-
ment. Rusmevichientong et al. (2010), Wang (2012),
Jagabathula (2016), and Sumida et al. (2019) impose
various constraints on the offered assortment. Bront
et al. (2009), Mendez-Diaz et al. (2014), and Rusmevi-
chientong et al. (2014) consider the problem under a
mixture of multinomial logit models. Flores et al.
(2019) use a two-stage multinomial logit model in
which the products that can be offered in each of the
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two stages are fixed a priori. For the pricing problem,
Song and Xue (2007), Hopp and Xu (2005), and Li and
Huh (2011) show that the expected revenue is concave
in the product market shares and the optimal prices of
the products exceed their marginal costs by the same
markup as long as the products have the same price
sensitivity. Zhang et al. (2018) show that these two re-
sults hold under all generalized extreme value models.

We limit our literature review to the multinomial log-
it model, but we refer to Farias et al. (2013), Davis et al.
(2014), Gallego and Wang (2014), Aouad et al. (2016),
Blanchet et al. (2016), Desir et al. (2016b), and Li and
Webster (2017) for work under other choice models.

1.3. Organization
In Section 2, we define our choice model and derive an
expression for the choice probabilities. In Section 3, we
consider the unconstrained assortment-optimization
problem. In Section 4, we examine the joint pricing and
assortment problem. In Section 5, we study constraints
on the space consumption of the offered products. In
Section 6, we give computational experiments.

2. Multinomial Logit Model with
Impatient Customers

We describe our choice model and give an expression
for the choice probabilities of the products. The set
of products is N � {1, : : : ,n}. The set of stages is
M � {1, : : : ,m}. We use (S1, : : : ,Sm) to denote the se-
quence of assortments that we offer over all m stages,
in which Sk ⊆N is the assortment that we offer in
stage k. The assortments that we offer in different
stages are disjoint, so Sk ∩ Sℓ � ø for all k≠ ℓ. The utili-
ty of product i is given by the random variable Ui,
which has the Gumbel distribution with location-scale
parameters (μi, 1). Letting vi � eμi , we refer to vi as the
preference weight of product i. The utility of the out-
side option is given by the random variable U0, which
has the Gumbel distribution with location-scale pa-
rameters (0, 1). The patience level of a customer is giv-
en by the random variable Y taking values in M. A
customer with patience level k is willing to view the
assortments in the first k stages. We let λk � P{Y ≥ k},
so 1 � λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ : : : ≥ λm > 0. The random variables
{Ui : i ∈N }, U0, and Y are independent. In our choice
model, an arriving customer is characterized by the util-
ities the customer associates with the different products
and the outside option along with the customer’s pa-
tience level, all sampled from their distributions.

As stated in the introduction, the utility of the out-
side option corresponds to the minimum acceptable
utility for the customer. A customer chooses among
the products by sequentially viewing the assortments
in each stage. Given that the customer is currently in
stage k, if the product with the largest utility in stage k

provides larger utility than the outside option, then
the customer purchases this product. Otherwise, the
customer moves on to stage k+ 1. If stage k+ 1 is
beyond the patience level of the customer, then the
customer leaves without a purchase. Otherwise, the
customer views the products in stage k+ 1. The cus-
tomer leaves the system for two reasons. First, if the
product with the largest utility in stage k provides
larger utility than the outside option, then the custom-
er purchases this product right away even though
there may be a product in a subsequent stage with larg-
er utility. Second, because of the customer’s patience
level, a customer may not view all assortments in all
stages. As a function of the assortments (S1, : : : ,Sm), let
φk
i (S1, : : : ,Sm) be the probability that a customer choo-

ses product i ∈ Sk. In the next theorem, we give an ex-
pression for this choice probability. Throughout the
paper, we let V(S) � ∑

i∈Svi.

Theorem 2.1 (Choice Probabilities). If we offer assort-
ments (S1, : : : ,Sm) over m stages, then a customer pur-
chases product i ∈ Sk with probability

φk
i S1, : : : ,Sm( )
� λk vi

1+∑k−1
ℓ�1V Sℓ( )

( )
1+∑k

ℓ�1V Sℓ( )
( ) :

Proof. Letting X1 and X2 be independent Gumbel ran-
dom variables with location-scale parameters (μ1, 1)
and (μ2, 1), we use three properties of Gumbel random
variables. First, max{X1,X2} is a Gumbel random vari-
able with location-scale parameters (log(eμ1 + eμ2), 1).
Second, we have P X1 ≥ X2{ } � eμ1

eμ1+ eμ2 . Third, letting 1(·)
be the indicator function, the random variables
max{X1,X2} and 1(X1 ≥ X2) are independent. The first
and second properties are discussed in sections 7.2.2.2
and 7.2.2.3 and appendix B in Talluri and van Ryzin
(2005). We show the third property in Online Appendix
A. For a customer to purchase product i ∈ Sk, the cus-
tomer’s patience level must be at least k, the utility of
the outside option must exceed the utilities of all
products in stages 1, : : : , k− 1, and the utility of prod-
uct imust exceed both the utility of the outside option
and the utilities of all other products in stage k. Let-
ting Ûk−1 �maxj∈S1∪: : :∪Sk−1Uj and Ũk �maxj∈Sk\{i}Uj,
we have

φk
i S1, : : : ,Sk( ) � P Y ≥ k{ } ·P U0 ≥ max

j∈S1∪: : :∪Sk−1
Uj,

{
×Ui ≥max U0, max

j∈Sk\ i{ }
Uj

{ }}
� λk ·P U0 ≥ Ûk−1

{ }
·P Ui ≥max U0, Ũk

{ } | U0 ≥ Ûk−1
{ }

:

(1)
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By the first property, Ûk−1 and Ũk are Gumbel
random variables with location-scale parameters
log

∑
j∈S1∪: : :∪Sk−1e

μj , 1
( )

and log
∑

j∈Sk\{i}e
μj , 1

( )
. More-

over, the random variables Ui, U0, Ûk−1, and Ũk are
independent. Considering the second probability
on the right side of (1), we have

P Ui ≥max U0, Ũk

{ } | U0 ≥ Ûk−1
{ }
� P Ui ≥max U0, Ũk, Ûk−1

{ } | U0 ≥ Ûk−1
{ }

� P Ui ≥max U0, Ûk−1
{ }

, Ui ≥ Ũk | U0 ≥ Ûk−1
{ }

� P Ui ≥max U0, Ûk−1
{ } | U0 ≥ Ûk−1

{ }
· P Ui ≥ Ũk | Ui ≥max U0, Ûk−1

{ }
, U0 ≥ Ûk−1

{ }
�a( )
P Ui ≥max U0, Ûk−1

{ }{ }
· P Ui ≥ Ũk | Ui ≥max U0, Ûk−1

{ }
, U0 ≥ Ûk−1

{ }
�b( )
P Ui ≥max U0, Ûk−1

{ }{ }
· P Ui ≥ Ũk | Ui ≥max U0, Ûk−1

{ }{ }
� P Ui ≥max U0, Ûk−1

{ }
, Ui ≥ Ũk

{ }
� P Ui ≥max U0, Ũk, Ûk−1

{ }{ }
�c( ) eμi

1+∑
j∈S1∪: : :∪Ske

μj
� vi

1+∑k
ℓ�1V Sℓ( )

: (2)

Both (a) and (b) use the fact that max{U0, Ûk−1} and
1(U0 ≥ Ûk−1) are independent by the third property,
so knowing that U0 ≥ Ûk−1 does not change the distri-
bution of max{U0, Ûk−1} along with Ui and Ũk inde-
pendent of U0 and Ûk−1. Finally, (c) uses the first and
second properties.

Considering the first probability on the right side of
(1), using the second property and the fact that
vi � eμi , we get P{U0 ≥ Ûk−1} � 1= 1+∑

j∈S1∪: : :∪Sk−1e
μj

( )
� 1= 1+∑k−1

ℓ�1V(Sℓ)
( )

. Plugging this equality and (2)

into (1) gives the desired result. w

As an extension to our model, we can consider the
case in which a customer, after not making a purchase
in stage k, decides to continue to the next stage with
probability βk. If the decision to continue to the next
stage is independent of {Ui : i ∈N }, U0, and Y, then all
we need to do is to multiply the choice probability in
the theorem with β1 β2 : : :βk−1. Thus, this extension is
equivalent to using a patience level distribution with
P{Y ≥ k} � β1 β2 : : :βk−1 λk.

3. Unconstrained Assortment
Optimization

We focus on the assortment-optimization problem
with no constraints on the offered assortment and
give a polynomial-time algorithm. We use ri > 0 to

denote the revenue of product i. Throughout the pa-
per, we let W(S) � ∑

i∈Sri vi. Noting the choice proba-
bility in Theorem 2.1, if we offer assortments
(S1, : : : ,Sm) over m stages, then the expected revenue
from a customer is

Π S1, : : : ,Sm( )
� ∑

k∈M

∑
i∈Sk

ri φk
i S1, : : : ,Sm( )

� ∑
k∈M

∑
i∈Sk

λk ri vi

1+∑k−1
ℓ�1V Sℓ( )

( )
1+∑k

ℓ�1V Sℓ( )
( )

� ∑
k∈M

λk W Sk( )
1+∑k−1

ℓ�1V Sℓ( )
( )

1+∑k
ℓ�1V Sℓ( )

( ): (3)

The assortments offered over m stages are disjoint,
so the set of feasible solutions is F � {(S1, : : : ,Sm) : Sk ⊆
N ∀k ∈M, Sk ∩ Sℓ � ø ∀k≠ ℓ}. We want to solve the
problem

max
S1, : : : ,Sm( )∈F

Π S1, : : : ,Sm( ): (ASSORTMENT)

We use two steps to give a polynomial-time algo-
rithm for the (ASSORTMENT) problem. First, we show
that there exists an optimal solution to the (ASSORTMENT)
problem that is revenue-ordered. Specifically, we index
the products in the order of decreasing revenues so
that r1 ≥ r2 ≥ : : : ≥ rn. Then, there exists an optimal so-
lution (S∗1, : : : ,S∗m) such that S∗k � {j∗k + 1, : : : , j∗k+1} for
j∗1, : : : , j∗m+1 that satisfy 0 � j∗1 ≤ j∗2 ≤ : : : ≤ j∗m+1. Thus, the
assortment offered in each stage follows the order of
the revenues of the products. Noting j∗1 � 0, the choice
of the products j∗2, : : : , j∗m+1 determines an optimal solu-
tion to the (ASSORTMENT) problem. Knowing that there
exists an optimal solution that is revenue-ordered re-
duces the number of possible optimal solutions to
O(nm), which is polynomial in n but still exponential in
m. Second, exploiting the revenue-ordered property,
we find an optimal sequence of revenue-ordered as-
sortments by solving a dynamic program in O(mn2)
operations.

3.1. Optimality of Revenue-Ordered Assortments
For two solutions (S1, : : : ,Sm) and (T1, : : : ,Tm), we say
that the solution (S1, : : : ,Sm) dominates the solution
(T1, : : : ,Tm) if |S1| � |T1|: : : |Sk| � |Tk| and |Sk+1| > |Tk+1|
for some k ∈M. Intuitively speaking, a dominating so-
lution offers an assortment with a larger cardinality in
an earlier stage. If there are multiple optimal solutions
for the (ASSORTMENT) problem, then we choose an opti-
mal solution that is nondominated by any other opti-
mal solution. To establish that an optimal solution to
the (ASSORTMENT) problem satisfies the revenue-or-
dered property, we construct revenue thresholds for
each stage such that, if the revenue of a product falls
within the thresholds for stage k, then it is optimal to
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offer the product in stage k. The next theorem is the
main result of this section, establishing the existence
of such revenue thresholds. The proof follows from an
intermediate lemma, which we give after the theorem.

Theorem 3.1 (Optimal Revenue-Ordered Assortments).
There exists an optimal solution (S∗1, : : : ,S∗m) to the (AS-

SORTMENT) problem such that S∗k � {i ∈N : t∗k+1 ≤ ri < t∗k}
for some revenue thresholds t∗1, : : : , t∗m+1 that satisfy
+∞ � t∗1 ≥ t∗2 ≥ : : : ≥ t∗m+1.

To construct the revenue thresholds, let Rk(S1, : : : ,Sm) �
λk W(Sk)

1+
∑k−1

ℓ�1V(Sℓ)
( )

1+
∑k

ℓ�1V(Sℓ)
( ) denote the expected revenue

obtained in stage k, and define

tk S1, : : : ,Sm( ) � Rk−1 S1, : : : ,Sm( ) +Rk S1, : : : ,Sm( )
λk−1

1+
∑k−2

ℓ�1V Sℓ( )
− λk

1+
∑k

ℓ�1V Sℓ( )
∀k ∈M \ 1{ },

tm+1 S1, : : : ,Sm( ) � Rm S1, : : : ,Sm( )
λm

1+∑m−1
ℓ�1 V Sℓ( )

:

We set t1(S1, : : : ,Sm) � +∞. In the next lemma, we
quantify the change in the expected revenue when we
move a product from one stage to another. The proof
is in Online Appendix B.

Lemma 3.1 (Product Exchanges). For each sequence of as-
sortments (S1, : : : ,Sm) ∈ F offered over m stages, we have
the following three identities:

a: Π S1, : : : ,Sk−1 ∪ i{ },Sk\ i{ }, : : : ,Sm
( )−Π S1, : : : ,Sm( )

�
λk−1

1+
∑k−2

ℓ�1V Sℓ( )
− λk

1+
∑k

ℓ�1V Sℓ( )

1+∑k−1
ℓ�1V Sℓ( ) + vi

vi ri − tk S1, : : : ,Sm( )( )

∀k �M \ 1{ }, i ∈ Sk,
b: Π S1, : : : ,Sk\ i{ },Sk+1 ∪ i{ }: : : ,Sm

( )−Π S1, : : : ,Sm( )

�
λk

1+
∑k−1

ℓ�1V Sℓ( )
− λk+1

1+
∑k+1

ℓ�1V Sℓ( )

1+∑k
ℓ�1V Sℓ( ) − vi

vi tk+1 S1, : : : ,Sm( ) − ri( )

∀k ∈M \ m{ }, i ∈ Sk,
c: Π S1, : : : ,Sm−1,Sm\ i{ }( )−Π S1, : : : ,Sm( )

�
λm

1+
∑m−1

ℓ�1 V Sℓ( )
1+∑m

ℓ�1V Sℓ( ) − vi
vi tm+1 S1, : : : ,Sm( ) − ri( )

∀i ∈ Sm:

The proof of the lemma is based on directly evaluat-
ing the changes in the expected revenue using (3). Be-
cause λk ≥ λk+1 and

∑k
ℓ�1V(Sℓ) ≤ ∑k+1

ℓ�1V(Sℓ), by this
lemma, we can compare ri only with tk(S1, : : : ,Sm) or
tk+1(S1, : : : ,Sm) to check whether moving product i
from stage k to stage k− 1 or to stage k+ 1 improves

the expected revenue. The proof of Theorem 3.1
follows.

Proof of Theorem 3. 1. Let (S∗1, : : : ,S∗m) be a nondomi-
nated optimal solution to the (ASSORTMENT) problem.
Without loss of generality, S∗1 ≠ ø, : : : ,S∗ℓ ≠ ø, S∗ℓ+1 �
ø, : : : ,S∗m � ø for some ℓ ∈M. In particular, if S∗ℓ � ø
and S∗ℓ+1 ≠ ø, then the solution (S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ−1,S∗ℓ+1,
S∗ℓ, : : : ,S∗m) dominates the solution (S∗1, : : : ,S∗m), but be-
cause λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ : : : ≥ λm, noting (3), we can check that
the expected revenue of the solution (S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ−1,S∗ℓ+1,
S∗ℓ, : : : ,S∗m) is at least as large as that of the solution
(S∗1, : : : ,S∗m). Thus, because S∗ℓ+1 � ø, : : : ,S∗m � ø, a cus-
tomer does not make a purchase after stage ℓ, so if we
consider the (ASSORTMENT) problem with only ℓ stages,
then (S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ) must be a nondominated optimal so-
lution. For all k � 1, : : : , ℓ, we let t∗k � tk(S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ) and
focus on the (ASSORTMENT) problem with ℓ stages, in
which the set of stages is L � {1, : : : ,ℓ}.

First, we claim that S∗k ⊆ {i ∈N : t∗k+1 ≤ ri < t∗k} for all
k ∈ L. Specifically, for k ∈ L \ {1}, if i ∈ S∗k and ri ≥ t∗k,
then Lemma 3.1(a) implies that moving product i
from assortment S∗k to S∗k−1 does not degrade the ex-
pected revenue from the solution (S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ), which
contradicts the fact that (S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ) is a nondominated
optimal solution. For k � 1, we cannot have ri ≥ t∗1, be-
cause t∗1 � +∞. For k ∈ L \ {ℓ}, if i ∈ S∗k and ri < t∗k+1,
then Lemma 3.1(b) implies that moving product i
from assortment S∗k to S∗k+1 strictly increases the ex-
pected revenue from the solution (S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ), which
contradicts the fact that (S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ) is an optimal solu-
tion. For k � ℓ, if i ∈ S∗ℓ and ri < t∗ℓ+1, then Lemma 3.1(c)
implies that removing product i from assortment S∗ℓ
strictly improves the expected revenue from the solu-
tion (S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ). So the claim holds. Also, for all k ∈ L,
S∗k ≠ ø includes some product i, so t∗k+1 ≤ ri < t∗k for all
k ∈ L. Thus, t∗k+1 ≤ t∗k for all k ∈ L.

Second, we claim that S∗k ⊇ {i ∈N : t∗k+1 ≤ ri < t∗k} for
all k ∈ L. Specifically, if t∗k+1 ≤ ri < t∗k and i ∉ S∗k for some
k ∈ L, then it must be the case that i ∉ S∗q for all q ∈ L

because, by the first claim, we have S∗q ⊆ {i ∈N : t∗q+1 ≤
ri < t∗q} for all q ∈ L and +∞ � t∗1 ≥ t∗2 ≥⋯≥ t∗ℓ+1. In this
case, using the fact that ri ≥ t∗k+1 ≥ t∗ℓ+1, replacing the
preference weight of product i in Lemma 3.1(c) with
−vi, note that adding product i to assortment S∗ℓ does
not degrade the expected revenue from the solution
(S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ), which contradicts the fact that (S∗1, : : : ,S∗ℓ)
is a nondominated optimal solution to the (ASSORT-

MENT) problem with ℓ stages. So the claim holds. By
the two claims, we get S∗k � {i ∈N : t∗k+1 ≤ ri < t∗k} for all
k ∈ L and +∞ � t∗1 ≥ t∗2 ≥ : : : ≥ t∗ℓ+1. For the problem
with m stages, noting that S∗k � ø for all k � ℓ+ 1, : : : ,m,
we set t∗k � t∗ℓ+1 for all k � ℓ+ 2, : : : , m+ 1, so we have
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S∗k � {i ∈N : t∗k+1 ≤ ri < t∗k} for all k ∈M and +∞ � t∗1 ≥
t∗2 ≥ : : : ≥ t∗m+1. w

3.2. Finding an Optimal Sequence of
Revenue-Ordered Assortments

We show how to find an optimal sequence of revenue-
ordered assortments. By Theorem 3.1, we can consider
solutions (S1, : : : ,Sm) of the form Sk � {jk + 1, : : : , jk+1}
for j1, : : : , jm+1 that satisfy 0 � j1 ≤ j2 ≤ : : : ≤ jm+1. If we
offer assortments of this form, then S1 ∪ : : : ∪ Sk−1 �
{1, : : : , jk} and

∑k−1
ℓ�1V(Sℓ) � V({1, : : : , jk}). Thus, we can

solve a dynamic program to pick assortments of this
form to offer in each stage so that we maximize the ex-
pected revenue. The decision epochs are the stages. The
state variable at decision epoch k is the value of j such
that the assortments S1, : : : ,Sk−1 offered in the previous
stages satisfy S1 ∪ : : : ∪ Sk−1 � {1, : : : , j}. The action at
decision epoch k is the value of p such that the assort-
ment offered in stage k is {j+ 1, : : : ,p}. Let Jk(j) denote
the maximum expected revenue obtained from stages
k, k+ 1, : : : ,m given that S1 ∪ : : : ∪ Sk−1 � {1, : : : , j}. The
next theorem gives a dynamic programming formula-
tion to compute {Jk(j) : j ∈N , k ∈M}.
Theorem 3.2 (Dynamic Program for an Optimal Se-
quence of Assortments). Letting Jm+1(·) � 0, for all k ∈M
and j ∈N , we have

Jk j( ) � max
p∈ j, : : : ,n{ }

λk W j+ 1, : : : ,p
{ }( )

1+V 1, : : : , j
{ }( )( )

1+V 1, : : : ,p
{ }( )( ) + Jk+1 p( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭,

and we can solve the dynamic program in O(mn2)
operations.

Proof. The dynamic program follows from the preced-
ing discussion. Precomputing W({j+ 1, : : : ,p}) and
V({1, : : : , j}) for all j,p ∈N with p > j in O(n2) opera-
tions because there are m decision epochs, n states,
and n actions, we can solve the dynamic program in
O(mn2) operations. w

4. Joint Pricing and Assortment
Optimization

We consider the joint pricing and assortment-optimi-
zation problem, in which we choose the assortment of
products to offer in each stage as well as the prices of
the products.

4.1. Optimal Prices Under Fixed Assortments
In this section, we assume that the assortments
(S1, : : : ,Sm) offered over m stages are fixed. We give a
convex program to choose the prices to maximize the
expected revenue. In Section 4.2, we build on this re-
sult to give an approximation algorithm for joint pric-
ing and assortment optimization. We use pi to denote

the price for product i. For fixed parameters αi and β,
if we charge the price pi for product i, then the utility
of product i has the Gumbel distribution with loca-
tion-scale parameters (αi − βpi, 1)with the correspond-
ing mean αi − βpi + γ, where γ is the Euler–Maschero-
ni constant. Thus, the mean utility of a product
depends linearly on its price. Such linear dependence
of the mean utility on the price is often used in the lit-
erature; see Song and Xue (2007), Gallego and Wang
(2014), and Li and Webster (2017). The parameter αi

captures the intrinsic mean utility of product i, where-
as β captures the sensitivity of the mean utility to
price. If we charge the price pi for product i, then
the preference weight of the product is eαi−βpi . As a
function of the prices p � (p1, : : : ,pn), let Vk(p) �∑

i∈Ske
αi−βpi capture the total preference weight of the

products in stage k. Because the assortment of products
offered in each stage is fixed, we do not make the de-
pendence of Vk(p) on the assortment Sk explicit. By The-
orem 2.1, if the prices of the products are given by p,
then a customer chooses product i ∈ Sk with probability

φk
i (p) � λk eαi −βpi= 1 + ∑k−1

ℓ�1Vℓ(p)
( )

1 + ∑k
ℓ�1Vℓ(p)

( )( )
.

As a function of the prices p, the expected revenue ob-
tained from a customer is

Π p( ) �
∑
k∈M

∑
i∈Sk

piφk
i p( )

� ∑
k∈M

λk

∑
i∈Skpi e

αi−βpi

1+∑k−1
ℓ�1Vℓ p( )

( )
1+∑k

ℓ�1Vℓ p( )
( ):

In the pricing literature, it is customary to include a
marginal cost ci for product i so that the objective
function presented reads

∑
k∈M

∑
i∈Sk(pi − ci)φk

i (p). In-
cluding a marginal cost for product i is equivalent to
simply shifting the price of product i by ci and the
constant αi by β ci. We want to find the product
prices to maximize the expected revenue, yielding
the problem

max
p∈Rn

Π p( ): (PRICING)

The prices are not constrained to be nonnegative, al-
lowing us to use first-order conditions to characterize
an optimal solution. In Online Appendix C, we show
that the optimal prices are nonnegative.

4.1.1. Stage-Specific Optimal Prices. The following
theorem shows that the prices in a particular stage are
the same in an optimal solution. We use this result to
give a convex program to solve the (PRICING) problem.
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Theorem 4.1 (Stage-Specific Optimal Prices). There ex-
ists an optimal solution p∗ to the (PRICING) problem such
that, if i, j ∈ Sℓ for some ℓ ∈M, then p∗i � p∗j .

Proof. Letting p∗ be an optimal solution to the (PRIC-

ING) problem, assume that p∗i ≠ p∗j for some ℓ ∈M and
i, j ∈ Sℓ. We construct another solution p̂ with p̂i � p̂j
and p̂t � p∗t for all t ∈N \ {i, j} such that the solution p̂
provides an expected revenue that is at least as large
as the one provided by the solution p∗. Specifically, set
p̂t � p∗t for all t ∈N \ {i, j}. Thus, letting Wk(p) �∑

t∈Skpt e
αt−βpt , we have Vk(p̂) � Vk(p∗) and Wk(p̂) �

Wk(p∗) for all k ∈M \ {ℓ}. Letting K∗ � eαi−βp∗i + eαj−βp∗j ,
set (p̂i, p̂j) as an optimal solution to the problem

max
pi,pj( )∈R2

pi eαi−βpi + pj eαj−βpj : eαi−βpi + eαj−βpj � K∗
{ }

:

(4)

Because (p∗i ,p∗j ) is a feasible solution to Problem (4)
and p̂t � p∗t for all t ∈ Sℓ\{i, j}, we have Wℓ(p̂) ≥Wℓ(p∗).
Also, noting the constraint, we have eαi−β p̂ i + eαj−β p̂ j �
K∗ � eαi−βp∗i + eαj−βp∗j , so Vℓ(p∗) � Vℓ(p̂). In this case, be-
cause Vk(p̂) � Vk(p∗) and Wk(p̂) �Wk(p∗) for all
k ∈M \ {ℓ}, noting the definition of Π(p), we get
Π(p̂) ≥Π(p∗) as desired. It remains to show that the
optimal solution (p̂i, p̂j) to Problem (4) satisfies p̂i � p̂j.

Using the change of variables di � eαi−βpi and solving
for pi, we have pi � 1

β αi − logdi
( )

. Thus, Problem (4) is

equivalent to the problem 1
β max(di,dj)∈R2

+
(αi − logdi) di{

+(αj − logdj) dj : di + dj � K∗}. Because −xlogx is con-
cave in x, we can solve the last problem using
Lagrangian relaxation. Associating the Lagrange mul-
tiplier θ with the constraint, the Lagrangian is
(αi − logdi)di + (αj − logdj) dj +θ(K∗ − di − dj). Differen-

tiating the Lagrangian, the optimal solution (d̂i, d̂j) to
the last problem satisfies αi − logd̂i − 1−θ � 0 and
αj − logd̂j − 1−θ � 0, so αi − logd̂i � 1+θ � αj − logd̂j.
Recalling that pi � 1

β (αi − logdi), the optimal solution

(p̂i, p̂j) to (4) satisfies p̂i � 1
β (αi − logd̂i) � 1

β (1+θ) �
1
β (αj − logd̂j) � p̂j. w

By the preceding theorem, we can focus on the solu-
tions in which all products in each stage have the
same price. Next, we give a convex reformulation of
the (PRICING) problem.

4.1.2. Convex Reformulation of the Pricing Problem.
By Theorem 4.1, letting ρk be the price that we charge
for all products in stage k, we can use stage-specific
prices ρ � (ρ1, : : : ,ρm) instead of product-specific pri-
ces p � (p1, : : : ,pn) as the decision variables. It is simple

to give examples to demonstrate that the expected
revenue is not a concave function of either p or ρ. We
give an equivalent formulation for the (PRICING) problem,
which has a concave objective function and linear
constraints. Using stage-specific prices ρ � (ρ1, : : : ,ρm),
the total preference weight of the products in stage k
is V̂k(ρ) � ∑

i∈Ske
αi−βρk � e−βρk

∑
i∈Ske

αi . Noting the
definition of the purchase probability for product i
in Theorem 2.1, if we charge the stage-specific prices
ρ, then the probability that a customer purchases

some product in stage k is
λk

∑
i∈Sk e

αi−βρk(
1+

∑k−1
ℓ�1V̂ℓ p( )

) (
1+

∑k
ℓ�1V̂ℓ p( )

) �
λk V̂ k ρ( )(

1+
∑k−1

ℓ�1V̂ℓ p( )
) (
1+

∑k
ℓ�1V̂ℓ p( )

), in which case, the price of

the purchased product is ρk. Throughout the rest of

this section, we let qk(ρ) � 1= 1+∑k
ℓ�1V̂ℓ(ρ)

( )
with the

convention that q0(ρ) � 1. For each k ∈M, qk(ρ) is the
probability that the utility of the outside option ex-
ceeds the utility of all products offered in the first
k stages.

We refer to qk(ρ) as the no-purchase probability
over the first k stages, but we understand that this
probability is actually the no-purchase probability for
a customer with patience level exceeding k. The idea
behind our convex reformulation is to express the
probability that a customer makes a purchase in each
stage and the stage-specific price for each stage as
functions of the no-purchase probabilities over differ-
ent numbers of stages. By doing so, we express the
expected revenue as a function of the no-purchase
probabilities over different numbers of stages as well.
Specifically, noting that qk(ρ) � 1

1+
∑k

ℓ�1V̂ℓ(ρ)
, we have

qk−1(ρ) − qk(ρ) � V̂k(ρ)
1+

∑k−1
ℓ�1V̂ℓ(ρ)

( )
1+

∑k
ℓ�1V̂ℓ(ρ)

( ). Therefore,

given the no-purchase probabilities q � (q1, : : : ,qm) over
different numbers of stages, the probability that a cus-
tomer purchases a product in stage k is λk (qk−1 − qk).
Moreover, using the fact that qk(ρ) � 1

1+
∑k

ℓ�1V̂ℓ(ρ)
, we get

1
qk(ρ) − 1

qk−1(ρ) � V̂k(ρ) � e−βρk
∑

i∈Ske
αi . In this case, solving

for ρk in the equality 1
qk(ρ) − 1

qk−1(ρ) � e−βρk
∑

i∈Ske
αi given

the no-purchase probabilities q � (q1, : : : ,qm) over dif-
ferent numbers of stages, the stage-specific price for
stage k is

ρk q( ) � 1
β

log
∑
i∈Sk

eαi
( )

− log
1
qk

− 1
qk−1

( ){ }
:

Thus, for given no-purchase probabilities q � (q1, : : : ,
qm), the customer makes a purchase in stage k with
probability λk (qk−1 − qk). If the customer does so, then
the price of the purchased product is ρk(q).
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By the preceding discussion, we can express the ex-
pected revenue as a function of the no-purchase prob-
abilities. That is, we have

Π̂ q( ) �
∑
k∈M

λk qk−1 − qk( ) ρk q( ) �
∑
k∈M

λk

β
qk−1 − qk( )

× log
∑
i∈Sk

eαi
( )

− log
1
qk

− 1
qk−1

( ){ }
: (5)

In the next theorem, we show that this expected
revenue function is concave in the no-purchase proba-
bilities and we can recover the optimal prices using its
maximizer.

Theorem 4.2 (Convex Reformulation for Pricing). The ex-
pected revenue Π̂(q) in (5) is a concave function of q. Fur-
thermore, letting q∗ be an optimal solution to the problem

max
q∈Rm

Π̂ q( ) : qk−1 ≥ qk ∀k ∈M
{ }

(6)

with the convention that q0 � 1, if we set ρ∗
k � ρk(q∗) for all

k ∈M, then ρ∗ are optimal stage-specific prices to charge in
the (PRICING) problem.

Proof. To show that Π̂(q) is a concave function of q,
noting that

∑
k∈Mλk (qk−1 − qk) log∑

i∈Ske
αi is linear

in q, it suffices to prove that
∑

k∈Mλk (qk−1 − qk)
log 1

qk
− 1

qk−1

( )
is convex in q. We have

∑
k∈Mλk (qk−1 − qk)

log 1
qk
− 1

qk−1

( )
� ∑

k∈Mλk (qk−1 − qk) log qk−1−qk
qk−1 − ∑

k∈Mλk

(qk−1 − qk) logqk. First, we show that
∑

k∈Mλk (qk−1 − qk)
log qk−1−qk

qk−1 is convex in q. The relative entropy function

x log(x=y) is convex in (x,y) ∈ R
2
+; see example 3.19 in

Boyd and Vandenberghe (2004). Moreover, composing
a convex function with an affine function preserves its
convexity; see section 3.2.2 in Boyd and Vandenberghe
(2004). Thus, (qk−1 − qk) log qk−1−qk

qk−1 is convex in q, in

which case,
∑

k∈Mλk (qk−1 − qk) log qk−1−qk
qk−1 is convex in q.

Second, we show that −∑
k∈Mλk (qk−1 − qk) logqk is con-

vex in q. Noting that q0 � 1 and rearranging the terms
in the sum, we have

− ∑
k∈M

λk qk−1 − qk( ) log qk � −λ1 log q1

+∑m−1

k�1
qk λk log qk −λk+1 log qk+1

( )+λm qm log qm

� −λ1 log q1 +
∑m−1

k�1
λk+1 qk logqk − log qk+1

( )
+∑m−1

k�1
λk −λk+1( ) qk log qk +λm qm log qm:

Because x log(x=y) and x logx are convex in (x,y) ∈
R

2
+ and λk ≥ λk+1, −∑

k∈Mλk (qk−1 − qk) logqk is convex

in q. The second part of the theorem holds by the dis-
cussion before the theorem. w

Problem (6) has a concave objective function and
linear constraints, so we can solve it efficiently using
convex optimization tools. Also, by (5), once we fix
the values of (q1, : : : ,qk−1), the optimal values of
(qk, : : : ,qm) only depend on qk−1. In Online Appendix
D, using this observation, we give a dynamic program
to find a solution with an additive performance
guarantee of θ with a running time polynomial in
1=θ. Numerically, solving Problem (6) through convex
optimization tools turns out to be faster, but the dy-
namic program does not require convex optimization
software.

4.1.3. Monotonicity of Optimal Prices. In the next the-
orem, we compare the optimal prices in different
stages. If λk � 1 for all k ∈M, then the patience level
of the customers is m with probability one, which is to
say that the customers leave the system only when
they have found a product with utility exceeding the
utility of the outside option or they have exhausted all
stages and still have not found a product with utility
exceeding the utility of the outside option. By the next
theorem, if λk � 1 for all k ∈M, then the optimal prices
in stage k are at least as large as those in stage k+ 1 for
each k ∈M \ {m}.

Theorem 4.3 (Monotonicity of Scaled Prices). There exist
optimal stage-specific prices ρ∗ � (ρ∗

1, : : : ,ρ
∗
m) in the

(PRICING) problem such that λk ρ
∗
k ≥ λk+1 ρ∗

k+1 for all
k � 1, : : : ,m− 1.

Proof. Letting q∗k � qk(ρ∗) for all k ∈M with q∗0 � 1, in
Online Appendix E, we use the first-order condition
for the (PRICING) problem to show that the optimal
stage-specific prices satisfy

1
β
− q∗ℓ
q∗ℓ−1

ρ∗
ℓ+

1
λℓ q∗ℓ q∗ℓ−1

∑m
k�ℓ+1

ρ∗
k λk q∗k−1

( )2− q∗k
( )2{ }

� 0: (7)

Letting Q∗
ℓ+1 �

∑m
k�ℓ+1ρ

∗
k λk (q∗k−1)2 − (q∗k)2

( )
, (7) reads

as q∗
ℓ

q∗
ℓ−1

ρ∗
ℓ � 1

β+ 1
λℓ q∗ℓ q

∗
ℓ−1

Q∗
ℓ+1. Similarly, using (7) for

stage ℓ+ 1, we have q∗
ℓ+1
q∗
ℓ

ρ∗
ℓ+1 � 1

β+ 1
λℓ+1 q∗ℓ+1 q

∗
ℓ

Q∗
ℓ+2, which

is equivalent to

1
λℓ q∗ℓ q∗ℓ−1

Q∗
ℓ+2 �

λℓ+1 q∗ℓ+1
( )2

λℓ q∗ℓ q∗ℓ−1
ρ∗
ℓ+1 −

λℓ+1 q∗ℓ+1
βλℓ q∗ℓ−1

: (8)

Noting the definition of Q∗
ℓ+1, we have Q∗

ℓ+1 �
ρ∗
ℓ+1λℓ+1 ((q∗ℓ)2 − (q∗ℓ+1)2) +Q∗

ℓ+2. Therefore, using the
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fact that q∗
ℓ

q∗
ℓ−1

ρ∗
ℓ � 1

β+ 1
λℓ q∗ℓ q

∗
ℓ−1

Q∗
ℓ+1, we obtain the chain

of equalities

q∗ℓ
q∗ℓ−1

ρ∗
ℓ �

1
β
+ 1
λℓ q∗ℓ q∗ℓ−1

× ρ∗
ℓ+1λℓ+1 q∗ℓ

( )2 − q∗ℓ+1
( )2( )

+Q∗
ℓ+2

{ }
�a( ) 1

β
+ 1
λℓ q∗ℓ q∗ℓ−1

ρ∗
ℓ+1 λℓ+1 q∗ℓ

( )2 − q∗ℓ+1
( )2( )

+λℓ+1 q∗ℓ+1
( )2

λℓ q∗ℓ q∗ℓ−1
ρ∗
ℓ+1 −

λℓ+1 q∗ℓ+1
βλℓ q∗ℓ−1

� 1−λℓ+1 q∗ℓ+1
λℓ q∗ℓ−1

( )
1
β
+λℓ+1 q∗ℓ
λℓ q∗ℓ−1

ρ∗
ℓ+1,

where (a) uses (8). By this chain of equalities,
q∗
ℓ

λℓ q∗ℓ−1
(λℓ ρ

∗
ℓ
−λℓ+1 ρ∗

ℓ+1) � (1− λℓ+1 q∗ℓ+1
λℓ q∗ℓ−1

) 1β, so because

q∗ℓ+1 ≤ q∗ℓ−1 and λℓ+1 ≤ λℓ, we get λℓ ρ
∗
ℓ ≥ λℓ+1 ρ∗

ℓ+1. w

Our results in this section use the assumption that
the products have the same price sensitivity, which is
reasonable for products in the same product category.
When studying pricing problems even under the stan-
dard multinomial logit model with a single stage, it is
common to use the assumption that the products have
the same price sensitivity. For example, Hopp and Xu
(2005), Song and Xue (2007), Li and Huh (2011), and
Zhang and Lu (2013) use this assumption when work-
ing with the standard multinomial logit model. These
papers use market shares of the products as the deci-
sion variables to give convex reformulations, whereas
we use the no-purchase probabilities. When different
products have different price sensitivities, we are not
aware of convex reformulations of the pricing prob-
lem even under the standard multinomial logit model,
but it is not known whether such convex reformula-
tions provably do not exist.

4.2. Optimal Assortments and Prices
In this section, we consider the case in which both the
assortments (S1, : : : ,Sm) offered over m stages and the
prices charged for the products are decision variables.
By the discussion in the previous section, for any fixed
sequence of assortments, it is optimal to charge stage-
specific prices. Therefore, it suffices to focus on stage-
specific prices when both the sequence of assortments
to offer and the prices to charge are decision variables,
but to simplify the proofs of our results, we revert to
using product-specific prices. As a function of the
product-specific prices p � (p1, : : : ,pn), we let V(p,S) �∑

i∈Se
αi−βpi to capture the total preference weight of

the products in S. Noting Theorem 2.1, if we charge
the prices p and offer the assortments (S1, : : : ,Sm),
then a customer purchases product i ∈ Sk with proba-

bility λk eαi−βpi= 1+∑k−1
ℓ�1V(p,Sℓ)

( )
1+∑k

ℓ�1V(p,Sℓ)
( )( )

.

Thus, as a function of the product-specific prices p
and the assortments (S1, : : : ,Sm) over m stages, the ex-
pected revenue is

Π p,S1, : : : ,Sm
( )

� ∑
k∈M

λk

∑
i∈Skpi e

αi−βpi

1+∑k−1
ℓ�1V p,Sℓ

( )( )
× 1+∑k

ℓ�1V p,Sℓ
( )( ) :

We continue to use F to denote the set of feasible
assortments that we can offer over m stages, ensuring
that the assortments offered over different stages are
disjoint.

Our goal is to find the assortment to offer in each
stage and the prices to charge for the products to max-
imize the expected revenue, yielding the problem

max
p,S1, : : : ,Sm( )∈Rn×F

Π p,S1, : : : ,Sm
( )

:

(PRICING-ASSORTMENT)

This problem involves both continuous and discrete
decision variables. In the rest of this section, we focus
on obtaining solutions with performance guarantees
for this problem.

4.2.1. Approximation Algorithm for Joint Pricing and
Assortment Optimization. In the next theorem, we
show that, if we offer all products simply in the first
stage and compute the corresponding optimal prices,
then we obtain a 0.878-approximate solution. By Theo-
rem 4.2, we can solve a convex program to compute
the optimal prices for a fixed sequence of assortments.

Theorem 4.4 (87.8% Approximation for Joint Pricing and
Assortment Optimization). Letting π∗ be the optimal objec-
tive value of the (PRICING-ASSORTMENT) problem, we have
maxp∈RnΠ(p,N , ø, : : : , ø) ≥ 0:878π∗.

In Online Appendix F, we give a proof for Theorem 4.4
and show that the performance guarantee of 87.8% is
tight. The proof is based on a sequence of upper
bounds. First, we consider a variant of the (PRICING- AS-

SORTMENT) problem in which the patience levels of the
customers are, intuitively speaking, infinite. We argue
that the optimal expected revenue of the variant with
infinite patience levels provides an upper bound on
that of the (PRICING-ASSORTMENT) problem. Second, by

treating
∑

i∈S1e
αi , : : : ,

∑
i∈Sme

αi
( )

in (5) as continuous

quantities, we formulate a smooth variant of the (PRIC-

ING-ASSORTMENT) problem. We argue that the optimal
expected revenue of the smooth variant is an upper
bound on that of the variant with infinite patience lev-
els. Third, we give a closed-form upper bound on the
optimal expected revenue of the smooth variant.
Chaining all upper bounds, the closed-form upper
bound is also an upper bound on the optimal expected
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revenue of the (PRICING-ASSORTMENT) problem. Finally,
the closed-form upper bound is simple enough to al-
low us to show that the expected revenue obtained by
offering all products in the first stage and computing
the corresponding optimal prices is at least 87.8% of
the closed-form upper bound.

Theorem 4.4 also allows us to make an interesting
contrast between the (ASSORTMENT) and (PRICING-
ASSORTMENT) problems. For the (ASSORTMENT) prob-
lem, we can show that, if we offer the empty assort-
ment in all stages except for the first stage and find
the revenue-maximizing assortment to offer in the
first stage, then we obtain a solution that provides at
least 50% of the optimal expected revenue in the
(ASSORTMENT) problem. In Online Appendix G, we
give a proof for the performance guarantee of 50% and
show that it is tight. Thus, for the (PRICING-ASSORTMENT)
problem, finding the revenue-maximizing prices to
charge in the first stage while offering the empty assort-
ment in all other stages yields a tight performance guar-
antee of 87.8%, whereas for the (ASSORTMENT) problem,
finding the revenue-maximizing assortment to offer
in the first stage while offering the empty assortment
in all other stages yields a tight performance guarantee
of 50%.

In our computational experiments, we use a neigh-
borhood search algorithm to further improve the
performance of the solution obtained by offering all
products in the first stage and computing the corre-
sponding optimal prices. In particular, we start with
a sequence of assortments that offers all products in
the first stage. Given the current sequence of assort-
ments, we check all neighbors of the current sequence
of assortments for an appropriately defined neighbor-
hood. For each sequence of assortments in the neigh-
borhood, we compute the corresponding optimal pri-
ces to charge. Among all sequences of assortments in
the neighborhood and their corresponding optimal
prices, we pick the best one. We repeat the process
starting from the best sequence of assortments in the
neighborhood until we cannot improve the expected
revenue. This algorithm is guaranteed to provide a so-
lution that is at least as good as the solution that we
start with.

In this section, we gave an approximation algorithm
for the (PRICING-ASSORTMENT) problem. In this problem,
the prices take values over a continuum and the pref-
erence weight of product i is given by eαi−βpi as a func-
tion of its price pi. A natural question is the computa-
tional complexity of this problem. In Online
Appendix H, we show that, if the prices take values
over a discrete set, then the (PRICING-ASSORTMENT)
problem is NP-hard, but the computational complexi-
ty of the problem with the prices taking values over a
continuum remains an open question.

5. Assortment Optimization Under a
Space Constraint

We consider the assortment problem when each prod-
uct occupies a certain amount of space and there is a
limit on the total space consumption of the products
offered in all stages. As in Section 3, the revenue of
product i is ri, and we index the products such that
r1 ≥ r2 ≥ : : : ≥ rn. The space consumption of product i
is ci. We let C(S) � ∑

i∈Sci. The total amount of space
available is b. Noting the expected revenue function in
the (ASSORTMENT) problem, we want to solve

max
S1, : : : ,Sm( )∈F

∑
k∈M

λkW Sk( )
1+∑k−1

q�1V Sq
( )( )

× 1+∑k
q�1V Sq

( )( ) : ∑
k∈M

C Sk( ) ≤ b
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ ⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭:

(CAPACITATED)

5.1. Overview of Our Approach
The (CAPACITATED) problem is NP-hard; see Rusmevi-
chientong et al. (2009). So we focus on developing an
FPTAS. In the next lemma, shown in Online Appen-
dix I, we give a structural property of an optimal
solution to the (CAPACITATED) problem that is useful to
develop an FPTAS.

Lemma 5.1 (Solutions for the Capacitated Problem). In a
nondominated optimal solution (S∗1, : : : ,S∗m) to the
(CAPACITATED) problem, for all k ∈M, we have S∗k ⊆
{j∗k + 1, : : : , j∗k+1} for j∗1, : : : , j∗m+1 with 0 � j∗1 ≤ j∗2 ≤ : : : ≤
j∗m ≤ j∗m+1 � n.

This lemma does not immediately yield an efficient
algorithm because the optimal assortment S∗k in stage
k may omit products in {j∗k + 1, : : : , j∗k+1}. In the (ASSORT-

MENT) problem, by Theorem 3.1, the optimal assort-
ment S∗k in stage k satisfies S∗k � {j∗k + 1, : : : , j∗k+1} for
j∗k, j

∗
k+1 with 0 ≤ j∗k ≤ j∗k+1 ≤ n.
To give an FPTAS for the (CAPACITATED) problem,

we fix a value of ε ∈ (0, 1) and proceed as described in
the following two parts.

5.1.1. Part 1: Constructing Candidates. For each j,ℓ ∈
{0, : : : ,n} with j ≤ ℓ, we construct a collection of candi-
date assortments CAND( j, ℓ) that satisfies the following
two properties.

• Correct product interval: For each Ŝ ∈ CAND( j,ℓ),
we have Ŝ ⊆ { j+ 1, : : : , ℓ}. Thus, a candidate assortment
in CAND( j, ℓ) can include only the products in
{ j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ}.

• Limited degradation: For each S ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ}, there
exists Ŝ ∈ CAND( j,ℓ) such that W(Ŝ) ≥ (1− ε=4)W(S),
V(Ŝ) ≤ (1+ ε=4)V(S), and C(Ŝ) ≤ C(S).

Intuitively speaking, noting the objective function
of the (CAPACITATED) problem, we prefer S ⊆N with
larger W(S), smaller V(S), and smaller C(S). By the
second property, for any assortment S ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ},
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there exists a candidate assortment Ŝ ∈ CAND( j,ℓ)
that is almost as preferable. Throughout this section,
let vmin �min{vi : i ∈N }, vmax �max{vi : i ∈N }, wmin �
min{vi ri : i ∈N }, and wmax �max{vi ri : i ∈N }. We
construct all collections of candidate assortments
{CAND( j,ℓ) : j, ℓ ∈ {0, : : : ,n}, j ≤ ℓ} in O n4

ε2 log nwmax
wmin

( )(
log nvmax

vmin

( ))
operations. Each collection CAND( j,ℓ) includes

O n2
ε2 log

nwmax
wmin

( )
log nvmax

vmin

( )( )
candidate assortments.

5.1.2. Part 2: Combining Candidates. Having obtained
the collection of candidate assortments from part 1,
we solve an approximate version of the (CAPACITATED)
problem given by

max
S1, : : : ,Sm, j1, : : : , jm( )

∑
k∈M

λkW Sk( )
1+∑k−1

q�1V Sq
( )( )

1+∑k
q�1V Sq

( )( ) :⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Sk ∈ CAND jk, jk+1( )

∀k ∈M, jk ≤ jk+1 ∀k ∈M,
∑
k∈M

C Sk( ) ≤ b

}
,

(9)

where we follow the convention that jm+1 � n. Com-
paring this problem with the (CAPACITATED) problem,
we have Sk ∈ CAND(jk, jk+1). Also, we do not explicitly
impose the constraint that Sk ∩ Sq � ø for k≠ q, but the
constraint Sk ∈ CAND(jk, jk+1) for all k ∈M, along with
jk ≤ jk+1 for all k ∈M, ensures that Sk ∩ Sq � ø for k≠ q.
Problem (9) is an approximate version of the (CAPACI-

TATED) problem, in which we can offer only candidate
assortments.

Letting a � b �max{a,b}, we obtain a 1− ε
4

( )
-approxi-

mate solution to Problem (9) in O n4m3

ε4 log nwmax
wmin

( )(
log nwmax (1�nvmax)

λm wmin

( )
log2 nvmax

vmin

( ))
operations.

In this case, executing the two parts, we get an
FPTAS given by the following result.

Theorem 5.1 (FPTAS Under a Space Constraint). For
each ε ∈ (0, 1), we can obtain a (1− ε)-approximate solution
to the (CAPACITATED) problem in the number of operations

O
n4m3

ε4
log

nwmax

wmin

( )
log

nwmax 1�nvmax( )
λmwmin

( )
log2

nvmax

vmin

( )( )
:

Proof.We execute the two parts discussed. By the dis-
cussion just before the theorem, the number of opera-
tions to execute the two parts is given by the expres-
sion in the theorem. Let (S∗1, : : : ,S∗m) be an optimal
solution to the (CAPACITATED) problem. By Lemma 5.1,
we know that there exist 0 � j∗1 ≤ j∗2 ≤ : : : ≤ j∗m ≤ j∗m+1 �
n such that S∗k ⊆ {j∗k + 1, : : : , j∗k+1} for all k ∈M. After
executing part 1, by the second property in part 1,

for each k ∈M, there exists Ŝk ∈ CAND(j∗k, j∗k+1) such
that W(Ŝk) ≥ (1ε=4) W(S∗k), V(Ŝk) ≤ (1+ ε=4)V(S∗k), and
C(Ŝk) ≤ C(S∗k). Because (S∗1, : : : ,S∗m) is an optimal
solution to the (CAPACITATED) problem, we have∑

k∈MC(S∗k) ≤ b, so noting that C(Ŝk) ≤ C(S∗k) for all
k ∈M, the solution (Ŝ1, : : : , Ŝm, j∗1, : : : , j∗m) is feasible for
Problem (9). After executing part 2, we have a
1− ε

4
( )

-approximate solution to Problem (9) as well,
which we denote by (S̃1, : : : , S̃m, j̃1, : : : , j̃m). Therefore,
we get∑
k∈M

λk W S̃k
( )

1+∑k−1
q�1V S̃q

( )( )
1+∑k

q�1V S̃q

( )( )
≥a( )

1− ε

4

( )∑
k∈M

λk W Ŝk

( )
1+∑k−1

q�1V Ŝq

( )( )
1+∑k

q�1V Ŝq

( )( )
≥b( )

1− ε

4

( )∑
k∈M

1− ε
4

( )
λk W S∗k

( )
l 1+∑k−1

q�1 1+ ε
4

( )
V S∗q

( )( )
1+∑k

q�1 1+ ε
4

( )
V S∗q

( )( )
≥ 1− ε

4
( )2
1+ ε

4
( )2 ∑

k∈M

λk W S∗k
( )

1+∑k−1
q�1V S∗q

( )( )
1+∑k

q�1V S∗q
( )( ) :

In this chain of inequalities, (a) holds because
(S̃1, : : : , S̃m, j̃1, : : : , j̃m) is a 1− ε

4
( )

-approximate solution

to Problem (9), whereas (Ŝ1, : : : , Ŝm, j∗1, : : : , j∗m) is only a
feasible solution to Problem (9), whereas (b) holds because
W(Ŝk) ≥ (1− ε=4)W(S∗k) and V(Ŝk) ≤ (1+ ε=4)V(S∗k).
For ε ∈ (0, 1), we have (1−ε=4)2

(1+ε=4)2 ≥ (1− ε
4)4 ≥ 1− ε. In this

case, letting z∗ be the optimal objective value of the
(CAPACITATED) problem and noting that (S∗1, : : : ,S∗m) is
the optimal solution to the (CAPACITATED) problem, the
chain of inequalities presented implies that the solu-
tion (S̃1, : : : , S̃m) provides an objective value of at least
(1− ε) z∗ to the (CAPACITATED) problem.

The number of operations in Theorem 5.1 is polyno-
mial in the input size and 1=ε, giving an FPTAS. In
the next two sections, we discuss how to execute the
two parts.

5.2. Part 1: Constructing Collections of
Candidate Assortments

We focus on executing part 1. For each j,ℓ ∈ {0, : : : ,n}
with j ≤ ℓ, we separately construct the collection of
candidate assortments CAND(j,ℓ). Therefore, we fix j, ℓ
throughout this section. Intuitively speaking, to
construct the collection of candidate assortments
CAND(j, ℓ), we use a geometric grid to guess the values
of W(S) and V(S) for each possible assortment
S ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ}. For each guess for the values of W(S)
and V(S), we use a dynamic program to find an as-
sortment Ŝ such that W(Ŝ) and V(Ŝ) are not too far
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from the guess and the capacity consumption of Ŝ is
as small as possible. The dynamic program that we
use is, in spirit, similar to the one that is used for solv-
ing the knapsack problem; see, for example, chapter 3
in Williamson and Shmoys (2011) and Desir et al.
(2016a). In particular, for fixed ρ > 0, we define the
geometric grid DOM � {(1+ ρ)r : r ∈ Z} ∪ {0}. We de-
fine the round down operator �· that rounds its
argument down to the closest point in DOM when the
argument is positive. That is, if a ≥ 0, then we have
�a �max{b ∈DOM : b ≤ a}. If a < 0, then we follow the
convention that �a � 0. Similarly, we define the round
up operator �·� that rounds its argument up to the
closest point in DOM when the argument is positive.
That is, if a ≥ 0, then we have �a� �min{b ∈
DOM : b ≥ a}. If a < 0, then we follow the convention
that �a� � −∞. For given (x,y) ∈DOM2 and (j,ℓ), we
consider finding the smallest possible capacity con-
sumption of any assortment S ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ} that satis-
fies W(S) ≥ x and V(S) ≤ y. For this purpose, we use
the dynamic program

Θℓ
i x,y( ) � min

ui∈ 0,1{ }
ci ui +Θℓ

i+1 �x− vi ri ui, �y− vi ui�( ){ }
,

(10)

where we use the boundary condition that Θℓ
ℓ+1(x,y) �

0 if x ≤ 0 and y ≥ 0. If, on the other hand, x > 0 or
y < 0, then we have Θℓ

ℓ+1(x,y) � +∞.
In (10), the decision epochs are the products. The ac-

tion at decision epoch i is whether we offer product i.
If we drop the round down and up operators on the
right side of (10), then Θℓ

j+1(x,y) gives the smallest pos-
sible capacity consumption of any assortment S ⊆
{j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ} that satisfies W(S) ≥ x and V(S) ≤ y. If
there is no assortment S ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : , ℓ} such that
W(S) ≥ x and V(S) ≤ y, then Θℓ

j+1(x,y) � +∞. With the
round down and up operators on the right side of
(10), this dynamic program is only an approximation.
Shortly, we put bounds on the two components of the
state variable (x,y), in which case, noting that
(x,y) ∈DOM2, the number of operations required to
solve the dynamic program in (10) is a polynomial in
the input size.

To construct the collection of candidate assortments
CAND(j,ℓ), we compute the value functions {Θℓ

i (x,y) :
(x,y) ∈DOM2, i � j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ+ 1} using the dynamic
program in (10). Once we compute the value func-
tions, for each (x,y) ∈DOM2, starting with state (x,y)
and decision epoch j+ 1, we follow the sequence of
optimal state-action pairs in the dynamic program in
(10). In this way, we obtain an assortment Ŝx,y for each
(x,y) ∈DOM2, which we use as one of the candidate as-
sortments in the collection CAND(j, ℓ). Specifically, for

each (x,y) ∈DOM2, if Θℓ
j+1(x,y) < +∞, then we

construct the assortment Ŝx,y using the following
algorithm. Throughout this section, we refer to this al-
gorithm as the candidate construction algorithm.

Algorithm 5.1 (Candidate Construction) Initialization:
Compute the value functions {Θℓ

i (·, ·) : i � j+ 1, : : : , ℓ+
1} using (10). Set I � j+ 1, x̂i � x, and ŷi � y.

Step 1. Set ûi � argminui∈{0,1}{ci ui +Θℓ
i+1 �x̂i − vi riui ,(

�ŷi − vi ui�)}.
Step 2. Set x̂i+1 � �x̂i − vi ri ûi and ŷi+1 � �ŷi − vi ûi�.

Increase i by one. If i < ℓ+ 1, then go to step 1; other-
wise, stop.

Output: Return Ŝx,y � {i ∈ {j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ} : ûi � 1}.
In the next lemma, we show useful properties of the

assortment Ŝx,y obtained by the algorithm. Specifi-
cally, by the next lemma, if there exists an assortment
S ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ} with W(S) ≥ x and V(S) ≤ y, then we
have Θℓ

j+1(x,y) < +∞, so we execute the algorithm. In
this case, considering the assortment S ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ}
with W(S) ≥ x and V(S) ≤ y, once again, by the next
lemma, the output of the candidate construction algo-
rithm Ŝx,y satisfies W(Ŝx,y) ≥ 1

(1+ρ)n x, V(Ŝx,y) ≤ (1+ ρ)n y,
and C(Ŝx,y) ≤ C(S). Recall that we prefer an assortment
S with larger W(S), smaller V(S), and smaller C(S).
Thus, if ρ is small, then the candidate assortment Ŝx,y is
almost as preferable as the assortment S.

Lemma 5.2 (Candidate Assortments). If there exists
an assortment S ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ} such that W(S) ≥ x and
V(S) ≤ y, then we have Θℓ

j+1(x,y) < +∞, W(Ŝx,y) ≥
1

(1+ρ)n x, V(Ŝx,y) ≤ (1+ ρ)n y, and C(Ŝx,y) ≤ C(S).
The proof of the lemma is in Online Appendix J. In-

tuitively speaking, the proof is based on accumulating
the errors resulting from the round down and up op-
erators in (10). Next, we discuss how to use the lemma
and the candidate construction algorithm to execute
part 1. Given ε ∈ (0, 1), we set the accuracy parameter
of the geometric grid as ρ � 1

8 (n+1) ε. For all S≠ ø, we
have W(S) ∈ [wmin,nwmax] and V(S) ∈ [vmin,nvmax], so
we construct the collection CAND(j,ℓ) as
CAND j,ℓ

( ) � {
Ŝx,y : x,y( ) ∈DOM2, x ∈ �wmin, �nwmax�[ ]

∪ 0{ }, y ∈ �vmin, �nvmax[ ] ∪ 0{ }
}
:

(11)

Noting that Ŝx,y ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : , ℓ}, we have Ŝ ⊆
{j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ} for all Ŝ ∈ CAND(j, ℓ). Thus, the collection
of candidate assortments CAND(j, ℓ) given satisfies the
correct product interval property in part 1. It remains
to argue that the collection of candidate assortments
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CAND(j,ℓ) in (11) satisfies the limited degradation
property in part 1 as well. In the next lemma, we
show that our collection of candidate assortments in-
deed satisfies this property.

Lemma 5.3 (Limited Degradation). Considering the collec-
tion of candidate assortments CAND(j, ℓ) in (11), for each S ⊆
{j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ}, there exists Ŝ ∈ CAND(j, ℓ) such that W(Ŝ) ≥
(1− ε=4)W(S),V(Ŝ) ≤ (1+ ε=4)V(S), and C(Ŝ) ≤ C(S).
Proof. Fix S ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : ,ℓ} and let (x,y) ∈DOM2 be such
that x ∈ [�wmin, �nwmax�] ∪ {0}, y ∈ [�vmin, �nvmax�] ∪
{0}, x ≤W(S) ≤ (1+ ρ)x, and y=(1+ ρ) ≤ V(S) ≤ y.
Noting that we have W(S) ∈ [wmin,nwmax] ∪ {0} and
V(S) ∈ [vmin,nvmax] ∪ {0}, there always exists such
(x,y) ∈DOM2. In this case, because we have W(S) ≥ x
and V(S) ≤ y, by Lemma 5.2, the candidate assortment
Ŝx,y ∈ CAND(j,ℓ) satisfies the inequalities
W Ŝx,y

( )
≥ 1

1+ρ
( )n x, V Ŝx,y

( )
≤ 1+ρ

( )n y, C Ŝx,y

( )
≤C S( ):

Moreover, noting the fact that W(S) ≤ (1+ ρ)x and
V(S) ≥ y=(1+ ρ), the first two preceding inequalities yield
W(Ŝx,y) ≥ 1

(1+ρ)n+1 W(S) and V(Ŝx,y) ≤ (1+ ρ)n+1V(S). For
all δ ∈ [0, 1=2] and n ∈ Z+, we have the standard in-
equalities (1+ δ=n)n ≤ exp(δ) ≤ 1+ 2δ. Thus, because
ε=8 ≤ 1=2, we get the two chains of inequalities

W Ŝx,y

( )
≥ 1

1+ ρ
( )n+1 W S( ) � 1

1+ ε
8 n+1( )

( )n+1W S( )

≥ 1
1+ ε=4

W S( ) ≥ 1− ε=4
( )

W S( ),

V Ŝx,y

( )
≤ 1+ ρ

( )n+1V S( ) � 1+ ε

8 n+ 1( )
( )n+1

V S( )
≤ 1+ ε=4

( )
V S( ):

Thus, given an assortment S ⊆ {j+ 1, : : : , ℓ}, there ex-
ists Ŝx,y ∈ CAND(j,ℓ) such that W(Ŝx,y) ≥ (1− ε=4)W(S),
V(Ŝx,y) ≤ (1+ ε=4)V(S), and C(Ŝx,y) ≤ C(S). w

Closing this section, we briefly explain that we can
construct all collections of candidate assortments in
O n4

ε2 log nwmax
wmin

( )
log nvmax

vmin

( )( )
operations. In particular, to

solve the dynamic program in (10), in Online Appendix
K, we argue that the smallest nonzero values of x and y
in the state variable (x,y) ∈DOM2 are, respectively,
�wmin and �vmin, whereas the largest values of x and y
in the state variable (x,y) ∈DOM2 are, respectively,
�nwmax� and �nvmax�. In this case, noting that ρ � 1

8 (n+1)ε,
the number of state variables that we need to consider is

O
log nwmax

wmin

( )
log 1+ ρ

( ) · log nvmax
vmin

( )
log 1+ ρ

( )
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ �O
n2

ε2
log

nwmax

wmin

( )
log

nvmax

vmin

( )( )
:

(12)

Thus, we can compute Θℓ
i (x,y) for all values of the

state variable (x,y), i ∈N and ℓ ∈ {0, : : : ,n} with i ≤ ℓ+ 1

in O n4
ε2 log nwmax

wmin

( )
log nvmax

vmin

( )( )
operations. The number of

other operations to construct the collections of candi-
date assortments is negligible, resulting in the desired
number of operations to construct all collections.
Also, by (11), the collection CAND(j,ℓ) includes one
assortment for each (x,y) ∈DOM2 such that x ∈
[�wmin, �nwmax�] ∪ {0} and y ∈ [�vmin, �nvmax�] ∪ {0},
so by (12), the collection CAND( j,ℓ) includes

O n2
ε2 log nwmax

wmin

( )
log nvmax

vmin

( )( )
assortments.

5.3. Part 2: Combining Candidate Assortments
We focus on executing part 2, which obtains an ap-
proximate solution to Problem (9). We can solve Prob-
lem (9) using dynamic programming. The decision
epochs are the stages. At decision epoch k, the action
is the candidate assortment Sk offered, whereas
the state variable keeps track of jk such that
Sk−1 ⊆ {jk−1 + 1, : : : , jk}, the accumulated value of∑k−1

q�1V(Sq), and a target expected revenue to generate
from the future stages. Thus, we consider the dynamic
program

Ψk j,u,z( ) � min
(ℓ,S) : ℓ ∈ {j, : : : ,n},

S ∈ CAND(j, ℓ)

C S( ) +Ψk+1 ℓ �u+V S( )�,
⌈
z− λk W S( )

1+ u( ) 1+ u+V S( )( )
⌉( ){ }
(13)

with the boundary condition that Ψm+1(j,u,z) � 0 if
z ≤ 0. Otherwise, we have Ψm+1(j,u, z) � +∞. If we
drop the round up operators on the right side of (13),
then Ψk(j,u,z) gives the smallest total capacity con-
sumption of assortments (Sk, : : : ,Sm) such that Sℓ ∈
CAND(jℓ, jℓ+1) for some j � jk ≤ jk+1 ≤ : : : ≤ jm, and these
assortments provide an expected revenue of at least z
in stages k, : : : ,m when the assortments (S1, : : : ,Sk−1)
offered in the previous stages satisfy

∑k−1
q�1V(Sq) � u.

In this case, the optimal objective value of Problem (9)
is given by max{z ∈ R :Ψ1(0, 0, z) ≤ b}. With the round
up operator, the dynamic program in (13) is only an
approximation.

To obtain an approximate solution to Problem (9),
we use the dynamic program in (13) to compute the
value functions {Ψk(j,u,z) : j � 0, : : : ,n, (u, z) ∈DOM2,
k ∈M}. Approximating the optimal objective value of
Problem (9) as ẑAPP �max{z ∈DOM :Ψ1(0, 0,z) ≤ b}, we
start with the state (0, 0, ẑAPP) and follow the optimal
state-action pairs in the dynamic program in (13). Spe-
cifically, we use the following algorithm to follow the
optimal state-action pairs.
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Algorithm 5.2 (Candidate Stitching) Initialization:
Compute the value functions {Ψk(j,u, z) : j � 0, : : : ,n,
(u,z) ∈DOM2, k ∈M} using (13). Set ẑAPP �max{z ∈
DOM :Ψ1(0, 0,z) ≤ b}. Initialize k � 1, ĵk � 0, ûk � 0,
and ẑk � ẑAPP.

Step 1. Set

ĵk+1, Ŝk

( )
� arg min

(ℓ,S) : ℓ ∈ { ĵk, : : : ,n},
S ∈ CAND(ĵk, ℓ)

C S( ) +Ψk+1 ℓ , �ûk +V S( )� ,
⌈
ẑk − λk W S( )

1+ ûk( ) 1+ ûk +V S( )( ) ⌉( ){ }

Step 2. Set ûk+1 � �ûk +V(Ŝk)� and ẑk+1 �
⌈
ẑk−

λk W(Ŝk)
(1+ûk) (1+ûk+V(Ŝk))

⌉
: Increase k by one. If k <m+ 1, then

go to step 1; otherwise, stop.
Output: Return (Ŝ1, : : : , Ŝm).

Throughout this section, we refer to this algorithm
as the candidate stitching algorithm because this algo-
rithm stitches together a solution to Problem (9) using
the candidate assortments for different stages. In the
next lemma, we show useful properties of the output
(Ŝ1, : : : , Ŝm) of the candidate stitching algorithm. In
particular, by the next lemma, the output of the candi-
date stitching algorithm is feasible for Problem (9),
satisfying

∑
k∈MC(Ŝk) ≤ b. Furthermore, once again,

by the next lemma, using REV(S1, : : : ,Sm) to denote the
expected revenue from the solution (S1, : : : ,Sm), z̃ to
denote the optimal objective value of Problem (9), and
ẑAPP �max{z ∈DOM :Ψ1(0, 0,z) ≤ b} to denote our ap-
proximation of the optimal objective value of Problem (9),
we have REV(Ŝ1, : : : , Ŝm) ≥ ẑAPP ≥ z̃=(1+ ρ)3(m+1). Thus,
the expected revenue provided by the output of the
candidate stitching algorithm is at least as large as our
approximation of the optimal objective value of Prob-
lem (9). Also, if ρ is small, then our approximation of
the optimal objective value of Problem (9) is not too far
from the optimal objective value of this problem. The
proof of the lemma uses induction over the stages. It is
in Online Appendix L.

Lemma 5.4 (Stitching Candidates). Let (Ŝ1, : : : , Ŝm) be the
output of the candidate stitching algorithm, z̃ be the optimal
objective of Problem (9), and ẑAPP �max{z ∈DOM :

Ψ1(0, 0, z) ≤ b}. We have
∑

k∈MC(Ŝk) ≤ b and REV(Ŝ1,
: : : , Ŝm) ≥ ẑAPP ≥ z̃=(1+ ρ)3m+1.

Next, we discuss how to use the lemma and the
candidate stitching algorithm to execute part 2.
Given ε ∈ (0, 1), we set the accuracy parameter of the
geometric grid as ρ � 1

8(3m+1) ε. Because ε=8 ≤ 1=2 and
(1+ δ=n)n ≤ exp(δ) ≤ 1+ 2δ for all δ ∈ [0, 1=2] and

n ∈ Z+, by Lemma 5.4, we get

REV Ŝ1, : : : , Ŝm
( ) ≥ 1

1+ ρ
( )3m+1 z̃ �

1

1+ ε
8 3m+1( )

( )3m+1 z̃

≥ 1
1+ ε

4
z̃ ≥ 1− ε

4

( )
z̃,

so the output of the candidate stitching algorithm is a
1− ε

4
( )

-approximate solution to Problem (9) as desired.
Closing this section, we explain that we can execute
the candidate stitching algorithm with ρ � 1

8(3m+1) ε in

O n4m3

ε4 log nwmax
wmin

( )
log nwmax (1�nvmax)

λm wmin

( )
log2 nvmax

vmin

( )( )
operations.

To solve the dynamic program in (13), in Online
Appendix M, we argue that the largest values of u
and z in the state variable (j,u,z) ∈N ×DOM2 are, re-
spectively, �2nvmax� and �nwmax�, whereas the small-
est nonzero values of u and z in the state variable
(j,u,z) ∈N ×DOM2 are, respectively, �vmin and
�λm

wmin

(1+2nvmax)2. Because j in the state variable (j,u, z)
takes O(n) possible values and we set ρ � 1

8(3m+1) ε, the
number of state variables we need to consider is

O n
log

nvmax

vmin

( )
log 1+ ρ

( ) · log
nwmax

λmwmin= 1+ 2nvmax( )2
( )

log 1+ ρ
( )

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

�O
nm2

ε2
log

nvmax

vmin

( )
log

nwmax 1�n vmax( )
λmwmin

( )( )
:

In decision epoch k, there are
∑n

p�ĵ kCAND ĵk,p
( )

�
O n3

ε2 log nwmax
wmin

( )
log nvmax

vmin

( )( )
possible actions. Moreover,

there are m decision epochs, one for each stage.
Therefore, we can solve the dynamic program in (13)

in O n4m3

ε4 log nwmax
wmin

( )
log nwmax (1�nvmax)

λm wmin

( )
log2 nvmax

vmin

( )( )
opera-

tions. The number of other operations to execute the
candidate stitching algorithm is negligible, resulting
in the desired number of operations to execute the
candidate stitching algorithm.

In Online Appendix N, we tailor our FPTAS to the
case in which there is a constraint on the total number
of offered products and slightly improve its running
time. For this case, we also give an exact algorithm
with running time polynomial in n but exponential
in m.

6. Computational Experiments
We provide three sets of computational experiments.
First, we use a data set from Expedia to check the abil-
ity of our choice model to predict customer purchases.
Second, we test the performance of our approximation
algorithm for the joint pricing and assortment-
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optimization problem. Third, we test the performance
of our FPTAS under space constraints. In the second
and third sets, we develop upper bounds on the opti-
mal expected revenue and use them to check optimali-
ty gaps.

6.1. Prediction Ability on the Data Set
from Expedia

We use a data set provided by Expedia as a part of a
Kaggle competition; see Kaggle (2013). Our goal is to
test the ability of our choice model to predict the pur-
chases of customers.

6.1.1. Experimental Setup. The data set gives the re-
sults of search queries for hotels on Expedia. In the
data set, the rows correspond to different hotels that
are displayed in different search queries. The columns
give information on the attributes of the displayed ho-
tel, the results of the search query, and the booking
decision of the customer. We preprocess the data set
to remove the values that are either missing or unin-
terpretable as a result of which we end up with
595,965 rows and 15 columns. The first three columns
in the data set include the following information. The
first column is the unique code for each search query.
Using this column, we have access to all of the hotels
that are displayed in a particular search query, which
is the set of products among which a particular cus-
tomer makes a choice. The second column is an indi-
cator of whether the customer booked the hotel in the
search query. We use this column to identify the pur-
chase of the customer. A customer books at most one
hotel in a search query, but it is possible that the cus-
tomer does not book any hotels. The third column is
the display position of the hotel in the search query,
which becomes useful when fitting our multinomial
logit model with multiple stages. The remaining 12
columns give information on the characteristics of the
hotel, such as the star rating, average review score,
and displayed price. In Online Appendix O, we ex-
plain our approach for preprocessing the data set and
give a detailed discussion of the 15 columns that
we use.

After processing the data set, the 595,965 rows with
which we end up represent 34,561 search queries. The
average number of hotels displayed in a search query
is 17.24 with the maximum number of hotels being 37.
In 83% of the search queries, the customer did not
make a booking. To enrich our experimental setup,
we use bootstrapping on the data to generate multiple
data sets. In each data set, we vary the fraction of the
search queries that did not result in a booking. There
are a total of 10,000 search queries in each data set
that we bootstrap. Using P0 to denote the fraction of
the search queries that did not result in a booking, we

sample 10,000 P0 search queries among the original
Expedia search queries that did not result in a book-
ing. Similarly, among the original Expedia search
queries that resulted in a booking, we sample
10,000 (1−P0) search queries. Putting these two sam-
ples together, we get a data set with 10,000 search
queries in which P0 fraction of them did not result in a
booking. For each value of P0, we repeat the boot-
strapping process 50 times to get 50 different data
sets. We vary P0 over {0:5, 0:7, 0:9}. In this way, we ob-
tain 150 data sets in our computational experiments.
The value of P0 dictates the balance between the
customers making and not making a booking in
the data set. In our choice model, we capture the
preference weight of hotel i in a search query by

vi � exp β0 +∑12
ℓ�1β

ℓ xℓi
( )

, where (x1i , : : : ,x12i ) are the val-

ues in the last 12 columns giving the characteristics of
hotel i and (β0,β1, : : : ,β12) are coefficients that we esti-
mate from the data set. Therefore, the parameters of
our choice model are the coefficients (β0,β1, : : : ,β12)
and the patience level distribution.

We randomly split each data set into training, vali-
dation, and testing data, each of which, respectively,
includes 64%, 16%, and 20% of the search queries. The
data provides the display position of each hotel in the
search query, but fitting our choice model requires
having access to the stage in which each hotel is dis-
played. We proceed under the assumption that each
stage corresponds to b hotels in consecutive display
positions and choose the best value of b using cross-
validation. Specifically, we use the values of
b ∈ {1, 3, 5, 10,20}. For each value of b, we use maxi-
mum likelihood to fit our choice model to the training
data and check the log-likelihood of our fitted choice
model on the validation data. We choose the value of
b that provides the largest log-likelihood on the vali-
dation data. See, for example, the approach used by
Vulcano et al. (2012) to fit choice models using maxi-
mum likelihood. As a benchmark, we also fit a stan-
dard multinomial logit model to the training data.
The preference weight of hotel i under this choice

model is vi � exp β0 +
∑12

ℓ�1βℓ xℓ
( )

. In Online Appendix

P, we compare the runtimes for fitting the two choice
models. Throughout this section, we refer to our mul-
tinomial logit model with impatient customers as IML
and the standard multinomial logit model as SML.

6.1.2. Computational Results. We use two perfor-
mance measures to compare IML and SML. The first
measure is the out-of-sample log-likelihood on the
testing data. The second is the k-hit score on the test-
ing data. To compute the k-hit score of the fitted IML
model, we use T to denote the set of search queries in
the testing data in which the customer made a
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booking. For each t ∈ T , we let St be the assortment of
hotels offered in this search query and it be the hotel
booked. Using φi(S) to denote the purchase probabili-
ty of hotel i within assortment S under the fitted IML
model, for each t, we let Ak

t be the set of k alternatives
with the largest purchase probabilities, which are giv-
en by the k largest elements of {φi(St) : i ∈ St}. If
it ∈ Ak

t , then the hotel booked in search query t has one
of the k largest choice probabilities under the fitted
IML model. So the k-hit score of the fitted IML model
is 1

|T |
∑

t∈T 1(it ∈ Ak
t ). The k-hit score of the fitted SML

model is similar. We use k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. For the k-hit
score, we focus only on the search queries resulting in
a booking because a large fraction of the customers do
not book. If we included the search queries not result-
ing in a booking in the k-hit score, then the k-hit scores
would be driven mainly by the customers who do not
book, but we want to test our ability to predict the
specific hotel booked.

We give our computational results in Table 1. Each
row in the table corresponds to a different value of P0.
Recall that we generate 50 data sets for each value of
P0. In the top portion, we compare the out-of-sample
log-likelihoods of IML and SML. The first column
shows the number of data sets out of 50 in which the
out-of-sample log-likelihood of the fitted IML model
is larger than that of SML. The second and third col-
umns, respectively, show the average out-of-sample
log-likelihood of the fitted IML and SML models, in
which the average is over the 50 data sets. The fourth
and fifth columns, respectively, show the average and
standard error of the percentage gaps between the
out-of-sample log-likelihoods of the two fitted choice
models, in which the standard error is the standard
deviation of the percentage gaps over the 50 data sets
divided by

""""
50

√
. In the bottom portion, we compare

the k-hit scores. The first column shows the number of
data sets out of 50 in which the one-hit score of the fit-
ted IML model is larger than that of SML. The second
column shows the average one-hit score of the fitted
IML model over the 50 data sets. The fourth and fifth
columns, respectively, show the average and standard
error of the percentage gaps between the one-hit
scores of the two fitted choice models. Positive values
favor IML. We compare the two- and three-hit scores
similarly. Finally, to put the k-hit scores in perspec-
tive, we give the average of |T | over the 50 data sets.

The fitted IML model improves the out-of-sample
log-likelihoods of the fitted SML model in 147 out of
150 data sets. To quantify the improvements in the
prediction accuracies more clearly, we turn to k-hit
scores. The fitted IML model improves the one-hit
score of the fitted SML model in 112 out of 150 data
sets, providing an average improvement of 4.49%.
Noting the three-hit scores, one of the threeT
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alternatives with the largest purchase probabilities
ends up being the hotel booked by the customer about
50% of the time. The gaps between the k-hit scores are
maintained for k ∈ {2, 3}, but for large values of k, the
k-hit scores for both choice models is naturally one be-
cause, as k gets large, the hotel booked by the custom-
er is one of a large number of hotels with a large prob-
ability. Our bootstrapped data sets are independent
samples. All average gaps in the out-of-sample log-
likelihoods and k-hit scores, except for one, are statisti-
cally significant in a paired t-test at the 99% level; see
chapter 4.6 in Goulden (1939). For P0 � 0:9, the aver-
age gap in the one-hit scores is statistically significant
at the 90% level.

To get a feel for how the different characteristics of
the hotels affect their mean utilities, in Table 2, we
provide the estimated values for the coefficients
(β1, : : : ,β12) in the fitted IML model. Recall that the
preference weight of hotel i is given by vi �
exp β0 +∑12

ℓ�1β
ℓ xℓi

( )
, where (x1i , : : : ,x12i ) are the values

in the last 12 columns giving the characteristics of ho-
tel i, such as the star rating, average review score, and
displayed price. Before fitting choice models, we shift
and scale the entries in each of the 12 columns of the
data set so that the entries in each column have mean
zero and variance one, in which case, the entries corre-
sponding to different characteristics of the hotels have
roughly the same order of magnitude. The estimated
values for the coefficients (β1, : : : ,β12) are relatively
stable from one bootstrapped data set to another, so
we provide the average of the estimated parameters
over the bootstrapped data sets. Going over some of
the values for the coefficients, not surprisingly, larger
star rating and larger average review score positively
impact the mean utility, whereas larger displayed

price negatively impacts the mean utility. Being part
of a hotel chain, providing brand familiarity to the
customer, positively impacts the mean utility. More
interestingly, a larger number of days until the actual
day of stay and duration of stay including a Saturday
night negatively impact the mean utility. It is reason-
able that the customers booking earlier and staying
over Saturday night are leisure travelers, so they are
more likely to leave without making a booking, result-
ing in a smaller mean utility. The effects of some char-
acteristics, such as the location and accessibility scores
and the numbers of adults and children on the book-
ing, are harder to interpret, but all of the estimated co-
efficients are statistically significant with p-values less
than 10−5 when we use the t-test to test the null hy-
pothesis that a coefficient is zero; see chapter 3.1.2 in
James et al. (2014).

6.2. Joint Pricing and Assortment Optimization
For joint pricing and assortment optimization, based
on Theorem 4.4, we give a simple neighborhood
search algorithm with 87.8% performance guarantee
and test its performance.

6.2.1. Experimental Setup. In our neighborhood search
algorithm, we start with a solution to the (PRICING-
ASSORTMENT) problem that offers all products in the first
stage and charges the corresponding optimal prices for
the products. By Theorem 4.4, this solution provides at
least 87.8% of the optimal expected revenue. Given the
current sequence of assortments that we offer, we check
all neighbors of the current sequence of assortments, us-
ing an appropriately defined neighborhood. For each
sequence of assortments in the neighborhood, we com-
pute the corresponding optimal prices to charge.
Among all sequences of assortments in the neighbor-
hood and their corresponding prices, we pick the one
that provides the largest expected revenue. Recall that
we can use the approach in Section 4.1 to compute the
optimal prices to charge for a given sequence of assort-
ments. We update the current sequence of assortments
to be this best sequence in the neighborhood and repeat
the process starting from the updated current sequence
of assortments. If no sequence of assortments in the
neighborhood, along with the corresponding optimal
prices, improves the expected revenue from the current
sequence of assortments, then we stop. In our neighbor-
hood search algorithm, we define the neighborhood of
a sequence of assortments as all sequences of assort-
ments obtained by moving one product from one
stage to another, so the neighborhood of the sequence
of assortments (S1, : : : ,Sm) is {(S1, : : : ,Sk\{i}, : : : ,Sℓ ∪
{i}, : : : ,Sm) : ∀ i ∈ Sk, k, ℓ ∈M, k≠ ℓ}. To complement
the neighborhood search algorithm, in Online Appen-
dix Q, we also give an efficiently computable upper

Table 2. Estimated Values for the 12 Coefficients in the
Fitted IML Model Averaged over the Bootstrapped Data
Sets

Attribute Coefficient

Star rating 0.287
Average review score 0.110
Part of a chain indicator 0.116
Location score −0.192
Attribute Coefficient

Accessibility score 0.386
Average historical price −0.038
Displayed price −1.202
Promotion indicator 0.127

Attribute Coefficient

Number of days until stay −0.111
Number of adults staying −0.128
Number of children staying 0.065
Saturday stay indicator −0.051
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bound on the optimal expected revenue in the (PRICING-
ASSORTMENT) problem. In our computational experi-
ments, we randomly generate a large number of test
problems and compare the expected revenue from the
solution obtained by our neighborhood search
algorithm with the upper bound on the optimal ex-
pected revenue.

In all of our test problems, the number of products
is n � 20 and the price sensitivity is β � 1. Working
with other values for the price sensitivity is equivalent
to scaling the prices of the products with the same
constant. We use the following approach to come up
with the parameters {αi : i ∈N }. We have C product
clusters. We randomly assign each product to a clus-
ter. If products i and j are in the same cluster, then the
values of αi and αj are close. Specifically, cluster c has
the centroid γc. We set the centroid of cluster c as γc �
c− 0:5 for all c � 1, : : : ,C. If product i belongs to cluster
c, then we generate κi from the normal distribution
with mean γc and standard deviation σ, where σ is a
parameter that we vary. We set αi � κi −Δ, where we
have Δ � log

∑
i∈N eκi − log9. In this case, if we offer all

products in the first stage and charge a price of zero
for them, then a customer leaves without a purchase
with probability 0.1. Using the random variable Y to
capture the patience level of a customer, the probabili-
ty mass function of Y is given by P{Y � k} �
ea·k=

∑
ℓ∈Mea·ℓ, where a is another parameter that we

vary. Negative and positive values for a yield, respec-
tively, left- and right-skewed distributions. If a � +∞,
then Y �m with probability one, so the customers are
willing to wait until the last stage.

Recalling that m is the number of stages, varying
m ∈ {6, 8, 10}, C ∈ {3, 5}, σ ∈ {0:5, 1:0}, and a ∈ {+∞, 0:5,
0:0, − 0:1}, we obtain 48 parameter configurations.
In each parameter configuration, we generate 25
problem instances using the approach in the previ-
ous paragraph.

6.2.2. Computational Results. We show our computa-
tional results in Table 3. In this table, the first column
shows the parameter configuration using the tuple
(C,σ, a), where C, σ, and a are as discussed in our ex-
perimental setup. In the rest of the table, there are
three blocks, each with four columns. Each block cor-
responds to a particular value for the parameter m. In
each block, the first column shows the average per-
centage gap between the upper bound on the optimal
expected revenue and the expected revenue from the
solution obtained by our neighborhood search algo-
rithm, in which the average is computed over the 25
problem instances in a parameter configuration. Spe-
cifically, using REVk and UBk to denote, respectively,
the expected revenue from the solution obtained by
the neighborhood search algorithm and the upperT
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bound on the optimal expected revenue for problem
instance k, the first column shows the average of the

data 100 · UBk−REVk

UBk : k � 1, : : : , 25
{ }

. The second and third

columns, respectively, show the maximum and stan-
dard deviation of the same data. The fourth column
shows the average percentage gap between the ex-
pected revenues from the initial and final solutions in
the neighborhood search algorithm, capturing the im-
provement provided by this algorithm over using the
solution that offers all products in the first stage.

Our results indicate that our neighborhood search
algorithm performs quite well. Over all of our test
problems, the average gap between the upper bound
on the optimal expected revenue and the expected
revenue from the neighborhood search algorithm is
1.43%. The gaps tend to increase as the number of
stages gets larger. Without knowing the optimal ex-
pected revenue, it is difficult to tell whether the in-
crease in the gaps is due to a degradation in the upper
bounds or a degradation in the expected revenues
from the neighborhood search algorithm. However,
the upper bound that we give in Online Appendix Q

is based on treating
∑

i∈S1e
αi , : : : ,

∑
i∈Sme

αi
( )

in the ex-

pected revenue expression in (5) as continuous quanti-
ties whose sum does not exceed

∑
i∈N eαi . Intuitively

speaking, this assumption becomes harder to justify
when the number of stages gets larger. Overall, the
performance of the neighborhood search algorithm is
better than its 87.8% theoretical performance guaran-
tee. The improvement provided by the neighborhood
search algorithm over the initial solution that offers all
products in the first stage can get as large as 4.99%.
The improvements are most visible for problem in-
stances with a ∈ {+∞, 0:5}. For these problem instan-
ces, the patience level distribution has a significant
mass for larger patience levels, so the customers tend
to have larger patience levels, in which case, it be-
comes more important to explore solutions that offer
assortments in the later stages. On the other hand, for
problem instances with a ∈ {0:0, − 0, 1}, the patience
level distribution has a significant mass for smaller pa-
tience levels. In this case, the customers tend to have
smaller patience levels, so focusing on solutions that
offer assortments only in a few earlier stages appears
to be adequate to get good solutions. For problem in-
stances with a � +∞, a � 0:5, a � 0:0, and a � −0:1, the
average number of neighbors that the neighborhood
search algorithm visits before termination are, respec-
tively, 38.31, 9.02, 1.89, and 1.74, which also indicates
that as the value of a gets larger so that the customers
tend stay in the system for a larger number of stages
before they run of patience, it becomes more impor-
tant to explore solutions that offer assortments in later
stages. The runtime for the neighborhood search

algorithm ranges from 0.11 and 5.14 seconds with
larger runtimes corresponding to problem instances
with larger values for m and a.

6.3. Assortment Optimization Under a
Space Constraint

We test the practical performance of the FPTAS that
we give in Section 5 for the assortment optimization
problem under a space constraint.

6.3.1. Experimental Setup. To assess the optimality
gaps for the solutions obtained by our FPTAS, in On-
line Appendix R, we give an efficiently computable
upper bound on the optimal objective value of the
(CAPACITATED) problem. In our computational experi-
ments, we randomly generate a large number of test
problems and compare the expected revenue from the
solution obtained by our FPTAS with the upper
bound on the optimal expected revenue. We use the
following approach to generate our test problems. In
all of our test problems, the number of products is
n � 20. To come up with the revenue ri of product i,
we generate ri from the uniform distribution over
[1, 10]. We reindex (r1, : : : , rn) so that r1 ≥ r2 ≥ : : : ≥ rn.
To come up with the preference weight vi of product
i, we generate γi from the uniform distribution [1, 10]
and set vi � γi=Δ, where we have Δ � P0

∑
i∈Nγi=(1−

P0) and P0 is a parameter that we vary. In this case, if
we offer all products in the first stage, then a customer
leaves without a purchase with probability P0. After
generating the preference weights, we process them to
come up with two problem classes for the preference
weights. In the first problem class, we leave the prefer-
ence weights untouched. In the second problem class,
we reindex (v1, : : : ,vn) so that v1 ≤ v2 ≤ : : : ≤ vn. Thus,
recalling that r1 ≥ r2 ≥ : : : ≥ rn, in the second problem
class, the products with larger revenues have smaller
preference weights, so the more expensive products
are less attractive. We refer to the first and second
problem classes, respectively, as “U” for unordered
and “O” for ordered. We use the same approach that
we use in Section 6.2 for the joint pricing and assort-
ment-optimization problem to come up with the dis-
tribution for the patience levels. Recall that the param-
eter a controls the skewness of the distribution of the
patience levels. In all of our test problems, to come up
with the space consumptions {ci : i ∈N } and the space
availability b, we generate ci from the uniform distri-
bution over [0, 1] and set b � 5.

Using T to denote the problem class for the prefer-
ence weights, varying m ∈ {6, 8, 10}, P0 ∈ {0:1, 0, 3},
T ∈ {U,O}, and a ∈ {+∞, 0:5, 0:0, − 0:1}, we obtain 48
parameter configurations. We generate 25 problem in-
stances in each parameter configuration.
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6.3.2. Computational Results. We executed our FPTAS
with ε � 1=2 to obtain a 1

2-approximate solution to the
(CAPACITATED) problem. Even with this setting, our
FPTAS obtains solutions with expected revenues
within 5% of the upper bound on the optimal ex-
pected revenue. The large number of test problems in
our experimental setup prevents us from reporting re-
sults for theoretical performance guarantees better
than 50%, but a limited number of runs indicates that,
if we use ε � 1

4, then we decrease the percentage gap
between the upper bound and the performance of our
FPTAS by about 1%. We show our computational re-
sults in Table 4. The layout of this table is similar to
that of Table 3. In the first column, we use the tuple
(P0,T,a) to show the parameter configuration. The rest
of the table has three blocks of three columns. Each
block corresponds to a particular value for the param-
eter m. In each block, the three columns, respectively,
show the average, maximum, and standard deviation
for the percentage gap between the upper bound on
the optimal expected revenue and the expected reve-
nue from the solution obtained by our FPTAS, in
which the average, maximum, and standard deviation
are computed over the 25 problem instances in a pa-
rameter configuration. Over all of our test problems,
the average gap between the upper bound and the ex-
pected revenue from our FPTAS is 2.25% and the
maximum gap is 4.47%. The gaps increase only slight-
ly as the number of stages gets larger. Overall, the per-
formance of our FPTAS is substantially stronger than
its theoretical performance guarantee of 50%.

The runtime for our FPTAS ranges from 26.23 to
36.12 minutes. Note that the size of our test problems
makes full enumeration impossible because the number
of possible sequences of assortments is O(mn). Consid-
ering the candidate construction and candidate stitch-
ing algorithms in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, a major portion
of the runtime is spent for candidate construction, par-
ticularly because many of the candidate assortments
that we construct end up being duplicates of each other,
resulting in substantial savings in the runtime for candi-
date stitching. The runtime for the candidate stitching
algorithm ranges from 2.08 to 18.09 seconds, and the
larger runtimes correspond to the test problems with
larger number of stages. The remaining portion of the
runtime is for the candidate construction algorithm. In
Table 5, we give the runtime in minutes for our FPTAS
for the values of ε ∈ {3=4, 1=2, 1=4, 1=8}, averaged over
four representative problem instances with m � 10
stages. We use four problem instances as the runtime
with ε � 1=8 is a few hours. In our computational ex-
periments, the runtime of our FPTAS increases roughly
quadratically with 1

ε because many of the candidate as-
sortments that we construct, as mentioned earlier in
this paragraph, end up being duplicates of each other.T
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7. Conclusions
Our work in this paper opens up several research di-
rections to pursue. We can explore efficient solution
methods for the assortment-optimization problem
when there is a constraint on the space consumption
or the number of products offered in each stage. An
analogue of Lemma 5.1 does not hold under a con-
straint on the space consumption or the number of
products offered in each stage. That is, we can have a
pair of products such that it is optimal to offer the one
with the smaller revenue in an earlier stage and the
one with the larger revenue in a later stage. For exam-
ple, consider a problem instance with three products
and two stages. The revenues and preference weights
of the products are r1 � 10, r2 � 7, r3 � 6, v1 � 0:4,
v2 � 0:9, and v3 � 0:3. The distribution of the patience
levels is given by λ1 � λ2 � 1. If we can offer at most
two products in the first stage and at most one prod-
uct in the second stage, then the unique optimal
assortments in the first and second stages are, respec-
tively, {1, 3} and {2}, offering product 3 with revenue
6 in the first stage and product 2 with revenue 7 in the
second stage. Similarly, we have not been able to char-
acterize structural properties of a near-optimal se-
quence of assortments to offer in the joint pricing and
assortment optimization problem when there is a con-
straint on the number of products offered in each
stage. Thus, the joint pricing and assortment-optimi-
zation problem under a constraint on the number of
products offered in each stage is an open problem.
Considering another research direction, in Online
Appendix D, we give a dynamic program to find a so-
lution for the (PRICING) problem with an additive per-
formance guarantee. It would be useful to extend this
work to find a solution with a multiplicative perfor-
mance guarantee without using convex optimiza-
tion tools.

Also, the running time of our FPTAS is

O n4m3

ε4 log nwmax
wmin

( )
log nwmax (1�nvmax)

λm wmin

( )
log2 nvmax

vmin

( )( )
, depend-

ing on the parameters wmax, wmin, vmax, vmin, and λm.
We can work on removing the dependence on these
parameters to obtain a strongly polynomial running
time. We can remove these dependencies partially. In
particular, when solving the dynamic program in (10),
we can guess the largest value of vi ri for an offered
product i and the largest value of vj for an offered
product j. Letting ŵ and v̂ be these two guesses, we
can argue that the largest values of x and y in the state

variable (x,y) ∈DOM2 would, respectively, be �nŵ� and
�nv̂�, whereas the smallest nonzero values of x and y in
the state variable (x,y) ∈DOM2 would, respectively, be
�ŵ and �v̂. Thus, noting that there are n2 possible
guesses for (ŵ, v̂), the number of candidate assortments

in the collection CAND(j,ℓ) would be O n4
ε2 (logn)2

( )
,

which is strongly polynomial, but it is not necessarily
smaller than the number of candidate assortments
O n2

ε2 log nwmax
wmin

( )
log nvmax

vmin

( )( )
discussed at the end of Section 5.2.

In this case, following the same line of analysis in
Section 5.3, the running time of our FPTAS would be

O n6m3

ε4 (logn)2 log nvmax
vmin

( )
log nwmax (1�n vmax)

λm wmin

( )( )
. We can use

a similar idea for the dynamic program in (13) to deal
with u in the state variable (j,u,z) ∈N ×DOM2, yielding

the running time O n7m3

ε4 (logn)3 log nwmax (1�n vmax)
λm wmin

( )( )
for

our FPTAS, but dealing with z in the state variable
(j,u,z) ∈N ×DOM2 appears to be difficult because of
the term λk in (13).

Finally, in Online Appendix H, we show that the
joint pricing and assortment-optimization problem is
NP-hard when the prices take values over a discrete
set. We do not know the computational complexity of
the problem when the prices take values over a con-
tinuum. Similarly, in Online Appendix N, considering
the case in which there is a constraint on the total
number of offered products, we give an algorithm to
find the optimal sequence of assortments to offer, but
the running time of this algorithm increases exponen-
tially with the number of stages. We do not know the
complexity of the problem when the number of stages
is also an input.
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